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View from the Bridge

I am proud to recognize the accomplishlnenls of thc LCAC
Cornmunily this year. Thc ACUa havc flown missions in cvcry
Fleet, supporting not only contingency operations in the C;df and
off the Horn of Africa, but also joint and combined cxcrcisc
missions and humanitarian operations around thc world. At thc
same time, there has bccn n tremendous amount of work donc by
the ACUs maintaining the craft. The supporting ISEAs havc
done a superb job working with thc ACUs and the Program
Office meeting maintenance challenges. Finally, the members of
my team in PMS377 have excellctl managing all aspccts of thc
LCAC program.
Looking forward, therc will be challenges. The LCAC program's
budget will bc tight for thc foreseeable future. At thc samc timc,
thc craft continue to agc and maintenance challcnges conlinuc to
grow. Prcventing corrosion continues lo be our numbcr one
priority. Our ability to control corrosion growth while improving
our corrective maintenance processcs is one of the keys to
maintaining LCAC readincss over thc next decadc. Additionally,
bringing SLEP and FMP craft through thcir upgradc periods on
time and on budget is critical mecting fi1h11-ereadiness
requiremcnts.
As the LCAC Flect ages, i t is critical that we look towards
the futurc and the dcvclopnient of its replacement, thc
Ship-to-Shore Connector (SSC). In May of this ycar, the SSC
Dcsign Tcam completed a government-led Preliminary Dcsign
Phase and achieved a successfi~lMilcstonc A Dcfense Acquis~tion
Board (DAB). T h ~ allowed
s
thc SSC Program to enter into thc
Technology Development Phase and start Contract Design.
The design focus is on improving reliability and maintainability
using lessons learned from LCAC' and LCAC SLEP. Early
prototyping efforts includc: d r ~ v etrain, skirl, lift fans, fire
fighting systems, hydraulic and electric actuators, C4N suitc
and HVAC system. Using lessons learned from the LCAC. the
SSC's design will also minimize the potential for corrosion.
Our team faces the challengc of an aggrcssive schedule to meet
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all program acquisition
rcquircmcnts, but tlic
SSC program remains
on track for an RFP
release in Q4 of FY 10
and a one-for-one
phased replacement
of the LCAC
bcginning in FY 19.
I would like to wclcome
Mr. Brooks Farnsworth
back to thc LCAC team
and congrat~~late
him on
his selection as my new
LCAC Life Cycle
Manager. Brooks has a
tremendous background,
Capt. Jeff Riedel
including a solid
knowlcdgc of LCAC,
and is the right person to lead our LCAC team into the future.
I know he is looking forward to meeting the members of the
community and working with each of you to meet the many
challcnges facing the LCAC fleet.

i

Likewise, I wish to welcome and congratulate Ms. Dawn Doebel
on her selection to hcad our SSC Team. No stranger to PMS377,
Dawn has worked our LHA(R) Program for several years and
hcadcd our LHA 6 acquisition team for the last four. Well versed
in the nuances of DoD acquisition, Dawn is the perfect person to
lead our SSC effort.
Challengcs notwithstanding, I am convinced that we have the
talcnt and dedication in our LCACI SSC community to meet and
overcomc any obstacles and continue our record of excellence.
I look forward to your tremendous support making LCAC and
SSC cvcn stronger programs.
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-2mH At the Cutting Edge: ACU
I am reminded, as I write this article for "On Cushion," that the
2009 FSC will occur either very shortly before or after I complctc
my tour at ACU 4. As a consequence, I have takcn an
introspective mindset as I put my thoughts to paper.
My primary thought is that the past 12-24 months have been an
incredibly challenging time for everyone in the community.
As the age of the LCAC inventory has increased, more and morc
challenges have confronted the Units, Program Office, and LCAC
support network. This past year alone, we have dealt with two
major engine issues, severe manpower shortages across the Unit,
specific manpower shortages related to GSMs, GSEs, and
welders, a 200 pcrcent increase in struct~~ral
CASREPs, aligning
corrosion control practices to maximize efficiencies, funding and
contractor performance issues related to SLEP...the list just goes
on and on. However, as the challenges seem to ramp up, the
support structure to meet the challenges always heeds the call.
I am most impressed with the proactive LCAC community. Thus
my theme for this article is that ever-increasing CHALLENGES
have been met by ever-increasing SUPPORT.
Under Tom Rivers leadership, PMS377J has been prescient in
their LCAC readiness support oversight. Thcir incredibly
proactive response to the engine fuel pump problems and thc 4th
stage nozzle cracking are cases in point. They did not wait to Ict
these problems slowly unfold. Instead, they initiated very timcly
identification, notification, and corrective actions that mitigated
what could be far more significant readiness impactors.
The Prograni Officc has been an indomitable force, establishing
several ncw approaches to help the Units wrestle with an aging
inventory of craft. Initiatives such as SURIM,UII labeling,
heightcned focus on effective corrosion control measures,
directing an upgrade of the Corrosion Control Manual, regular
community meetings to focus on electrical distribution, air
conditioning issues, emergent engineering issues, and enhanced
community communications are just a few of the myriad of
efforts Tom's group is spearheading to improve readiness rates.
On the SLEP front, the Program Office has becn diligently
working with higher authorities to keep the out-year SLEP
program on firm footing.

forefront of beating
down troubling
engineering issues
before they significantly
impact the fleet. The
redesign of the craft
electrical distribution
system holds great
promise for significantly
improving the reliability
of the power distribution
system. Additjonally,
great strides are being
made in simplifying the
air conditioning
configuration control.
I have been most
with the C4N Capt. Scott Anderson
folks rapid response to
problems as the Unit works with the contractor to get craft
through the SLEP process. The C4N group responses
instantaneously to the many technical problems we encounter.
The Fleet Response Group and Logistics Group continues to
provide "Service Second To None" for regularly emerging new
problenls that pop up related to craft age and parts obsolescence.
The Boston Planning Group has been in the trenches providing
incrcdible technical support to the SLEP effort. Jim Belmonte's
team has done an admirable job of staying ahead ofthe power
curve in responding to a myriad of contractor condition reports
and keeping the Program Office informed ofpotential work
specifications that need detailed attention. In addition, technical
manual improvements, craft UII installations, and CDMOA
management all are progressing well.
As the craft age and sevcral vendors no longer support their
product lines, you would expect more developing stock shelving
problems. But another "Good News Story" is that this didn't seem
to happen in the LCAC Logistics community this past year. If
anything, I was struck with the fact that the conmmunity seemed to
solve more problems than they encountered in the logistics world.
A lot of the succcss was due to the very proactive approach Jim
Deardorff, Jeff Kempton (Panama City), Cindy Cline (NAVICP),
and Colleen Rice (DLA) used to anticipate problems and resolve
as many as possible within the finding constraints available.

Our engine ISEA has been very active this year and has
significantly increased its presence at ACU 4. My thanks to Joe
Lawton and the entire Philadelphia organization for all their
efforts. They have effectively stayed on top of the hvo previously
mentioned engine problems that emerged this past year. In both
cases, they were very quick to get the right answers to bring thc
quickest resolution to these unanticipated, new LCAC problems.
Additionally, Philly has inspected a myriad ofACU 4 gear boxes
this year in support of SLEP and FMP availabilities. They havc
answered every call with superb support.

An unheralded group that really helped tackle many of the
challenges and provided the support to overcome them, is the
group of Contractors that support the Program Office, Boston,
Panama City, Philadelphia and the logistics community. In
addition, the OSRs at ACU 4 have really provided superb "Bang
for the Buck." I am vely grateful for their untiring efforts.

Pat Spring's NSWC-Panama City ISEA has also been on thc

I have tried to convey that I am most impressed with the LCAC
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community support struct~lrc.However, I would bc incredibly
remiss if l didn't mention that I am highly honored and very
proud to be in command of the men and women ofACU 4. On a
daily basis, they demonstratc their commitment to exccllence and
willingness to go the extra milc to get every job done thc right
way. They have donc an extraordinary job of overcoming any
and all obstacles and coming LIPwith smartcr and morc efficient

ways to maintain craft readincss. They promote pride and
professionalism at every turn and do not Ict declining resources, an
under-funded OPTAR, and man-hour shortages get in their way.

I have been very fortunate to command the men and women of
ACU 4 and it is with heavy heart that I realizc my days are
numbered at this wonderful command.

Combat Ed's Hard Chargers!

-WFT INTRUDE-

Captain Harrington has brought rccognition to many sailors through his Combat Ed's Hard Chargers Program. The program is an
opportunity for thc Commanding Officcr to recognize supcr hard charging sailors and give then1 a couple of perks that say "thank
you" for their dedication and commitment to the Command. Each Hard Charger parks in thc Conimanding Officers parking spot
for a designated period, is rccognized at quarters, is presented with a Letter ofAppreciation, and attends a recognition lunch with the
Captain.
6
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At the Cutting Edge: ACU 5

Greetings! I now have about five months in the seat as
Commanding Officer, ACU 5 and continue to recognize how
lucky 1 am to be here. I am enjoying the job and the challenges
and have been supported by a truly outstanding group of
professionals committed to success.
At ACU 5 we have a simple mission statement - "LCACs Ready
for Tasking (RFT). If you are doing something which doesn't
contribute to making LCACs RFT, then you probably shouldn't
be doing it." We accomplish our mission through a focus on four
things: Safety, Maintenance, Training, and Career DeveIopment.
We focus every department at the corninand on these principles.
Simplicity and focus are the keys.
It has been an excellent spring and dividends from prior efforts
have been paying off. The hard work spent in preparing our
Det deployed with the BOXER ESG continues to show each and
every day. The readiness of thc LCAC assigned to BOXER ESG
has been exceptional. Our detachment in Sasebo continucs to
operate smartly and maintain impressive readiness. Finally, we
are working hard to maintain the readiness of the craft remaining
in San Diego preparing for deployment and those having just
returned from deployment. This is actually where we face our
greatest challenges.
At ACU 5 we believe that the best way to maintain an LCAC is
to give it a dedicated crew, assign it to a five boat Det with a
dedicated Maintenancc Detachment. As such we have structured
the command in this way. This is what I call "Forward to the
Past." In recent times, alternatives to this strategy have been
designed to account for crew shortfalls. The purpose of these
strategies was to attempt to maintain 40 craft while only having
the capacity to man approximately 25 craft full time with full
crews. This generally results in crews and craft nlasters "owning"
anywhere from two to four craft when not engaged directly in
pre-deployment work ups. A smallcr number of largcr
Maintenancc Dcts have been devised to handle anywhere from
seven to ten craft. We have shiftcd to this approach by placing
seven craft in IEM and have assigncd maintenance personncl to
manage these craft. The craft are placcd in IEM in a fully rcady
status, having been through a CCI, along with the repair of all
RBOs, and no equipment is cannibalized. Regular maintenance
is done and wc advertisc two states of readiness - FMC2 (ready
in three days) and FMC3 (rcady in seven days). We are still in the
process of fully implementing this plan and by the next article I
will be able to update everyone on how it is working out.
Corrosion Control continues to be a major focus area at ACU 5.
A commitment many months ago to conduct CCls and affect
repairs is starting to also pay dividends. We recently had a craft
complete a CCI with no Category I corrosion control
discrepancies and the number of major discrepancics during the
CCls seems to be decreasing. We are watching this closely and
need to collect better data to see how we are doing and the impact
of doing CCls every six months. We are behind schedule but are
working to get all craft current.

Rccruitment of
people into the LCAC
program is one of my
top focus areas.
Navigators continue
to represent our
critical path to
readiness with
manning hovering
around 66 percent.
I am exploring
incentives to -get
people into the
program and
attempting to dispel
myths, such as lower
promotion rate among
LCAC Navigators
than their peers in the
fleet. We are
addressing the attrition rate issue with EWTGPAC and there is
certainly a team effort ongoing to improve in all areas. On 17
April we conducted a recruiting event by sending two LCACs to
the Silver Strand beachcs to offer familiarization rides for
interested personnel. Thanks to a public affairs effort prior to the
event and use of various media, we had seven serious candidates
show up and meet with the Special Program Detailer who had
flown into San Diego to be part of the event. All in all, I consider
this a huge success. The next step is to identify all the media
which prospective program members may use to do research on
opportunities in the Navy and get our message out.
We recently held a recruiting event at the San Diego waterfront
(remember we are located 50 miles away from 32nd Street Naval
station). We flew two LCACs down there and had crews meet
with prospective candidates. We are working closely with our
LCAC Community Detailer to publicize the program and the
spectacular quality of life for personnel in the program. If pcople
are interested in an opportunity for unprecedented family
stability, this is the program for them.
A CLASSRON for LCACs - CRAFTRON is a concept that
continues to move forward. After many TELCONs and
discussions, the conccpt of an LCAC CRAFTRON standing up is
being briefed to Navy leadership and I am glad to say that it will
start this summer. LCAC CRAFTRON is intended to give
visibility to key LCAC issues and provide advocacy for
coinmunity issues with the Surface Warfare Enterprise (SWE). To
gain a full understanding of how LCAC CRAFTRON will
operate and the people involved, pleasc see the story on pages
30-31 of this year's On Cushion.
My thanks to all personnel in the LCAC Program for their
support.
I have the best job in the Navy!
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Hampton Roads Area Band Chasing

The guitar riffs of rock music were heard blaring at ACU 4 in
early lMarch, as the unit became the backdrop for local band
Cltusing Corona k first music video for their song "Sand to
Stone." ACU 4 was the perfect location for the video, since two
of the band's members met while on deployment with the USS
Kearsarge and the USS Ashland, and lead singer Cole Childers is
a Gas Turbine System Technician stationed at ACU 4.
When time came to shoot the band's video, ACU 4 was the
obvious choice. Bcsides the two leads being on active duty with
the Navy, the song "Sand to Stone" is about a young man who
grows up in a violent home and decides to join the Navy, making
a better life for his wife and child. With its large maintenance bay
and never ending sea of available extras, including talented
sailors, wives, and friends of the band, ACU 4 was the perfect
location. Shots of LCACs coming up the ramp and off the beach
are featured in the video and a mock stage was set up to film the
band playing "Sand to Stone." Whipping winds and LCAC
engines made for an interesting day, but the band pressed on and
the video was completed.
8

Childers and lead guitarist Brian Farley met in 2005 while
deployed in Aqaba, Jordan. After both performed in a MWR
sponsored Battle of the Bands, the two decided to form their own
band and added drummer Johnny Tatum and bass player Kevin
Palos to the mix. They named their newly formed band after
Corona, Childers new boxer puppy, whom they were always
chasing, and started to play for a predominantly military crowd
across the Hanipton Roads area.
Winners of the 2006 and 2007 MaxFm Rock for Tots Battle of
the Bands, Chasing Corona continues to play sold out shows on
a regular basis. Meona awarded Chu.sing Corona the 2007 Best
New Rock Band and the song "Sand to Stone" is on regular
rotation on 100.5 WXMM ~MaxFIM and 98.7 WNOR.
The band also participated in New York City's Annual Fleet week
and opened for musician George Clinton in 2008. Participating
in Fleet Week has become a tradition for Chasing Corona and
they enjoy performing for the many sailors who come see their
shows.

On Cushion 2009

Corona Shoots Music Video at ACU 4

Opposite page: Members of the band Chasing Corona at the
set of their music video "Sand to Stone" at ACU 4.
This page: Chasing Corona plays at a show at the NORVA in
Virginia Beach, VA earlier this summer.
Photos by Patrick Greenwood.
Below: Lead singer Cole Childers with an LCAC and the film
crew.
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Maneuvers with Tonnerre
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French Tonnerre Carries LCACs, Helicopters
In February 2009, the USS Bataan (LHD-5) Amphibious
Readiness Group (ARG) conducted COMPTUEX in
Onslow Bay, NC.
During this exerciscs, thc ARG conducted an arduous operating
schedule exceeding 100 hours of LCAC operations. LCACs
from ACU 4 were mvited to cross deck on the French Navy ship
BPC Tonnerre (L90 14).
Welldeck operations were conducted as wcll as cargo and
passenger transfer during the exercise. Operations conducted with
U.S. forccs consisted of, dry well loading and offloading of
M l A1 Abram Tanks weighing 140,000 Ibs. into the ship's
flight operations with U.S.
welldeck utilizing LCAC. Vario~~s
Marine Corp rotary aircraft were conducted to include the V-22
Osprey (joint-service, medium-lift, multi-mission, tilt rotor
aircraft) Deck Landing Qualifications (DLQ's). Noncombatant
evacuation operations were cond~~cted
which assist the USA
Department of State in evacuating noncombatants, nonessential
military personnel, sclected host-nation citizens, and third
country nationals, whose livcs arc in danger, from locations in a
host foreign nation to an appropriate safe havcn.
The Tonnerre's integration with the ARG was highly successful
and received a large amount of press coverage. While therc,
sailors were ablc to work with their counterparts from the French
Navy and enjoy life in a diffcrent culture for two weeks.

Above right: The LCAC crews steers into the welldeck of the Tonnerre. Above: Crews prepare helicopters for landing.
Left: An LCAC cruises past the French Navy Ship Tonnerre during COMPUTEX 09.
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UNITAS Gold

C,:ultinational Fleet Sets Sail
for UNITAS Gold Exercisu
Ships fi-om eleven nations got undenvay for the annual US South
American Allied Exercise (UNITAS) Gold, the 50th iteration of the
longest-running multinational maritime exercise.
Maritime forces from Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Germany, Mexico, Peru, the United States
and Uruguay left Mayport, Fla., and began the u n d e ~ ~ v aportion
y
of the annual partnership building exercise.
"Through the years, UNITAS has evolved to fit the landscape,
needs, and ~nut~lal
naval and maritime interests of the Amcricas
and Caribbean," Rear Adm. Joseph D. Kernan, Commander,
US.Naval Forces Southern Command (NAVSO) and U.S. 4th
Fleet said . "As we move forward together, 1 am confident that
future opportunities to work with our partners will not only
strengthen our ability to operate together and provide for our
nation's security but will also build personal and professional
respect and friendships."
For nearly half a century, UNITAS has served as the primary
maritime security engagement exercise among the militaries of
the Westem Hemisphere.
During the two-week cxercise lasling from April 20-May 5, thc
United States, partner nations and Latin American countrics will

train together in a realistic scenario-driven training environment
featuring live-fire exercises, undersea warfare. shipboard
operations, maritime interdiction operations, air defense and
surface warfare, amphibious operations, electronic warfare, and
special warfare. More than 25 ships, 50 rotary and fixed wing
aircraft, 650 ~Marines,6,500 Sailors and four submarines are
participating in the cxercise.
"This isn't something we have an opportunity to do quite often,"
said Canadian army 1st lieutenant Michael Faber ofAlpha
Company, 3rd Battalion, Royal 22nd Regiment. "The Canadian
forces are very much arranged towards international partnerships
and joint operations. UNITAS provides us a chance to practice
working on our basic operational skills with people of other
countries." Faber also said UNITAS helps provide his team with
the experience they need to be ready for almost any real-world
operation.
During the exercise, Sailors, Marines and Coastguardsmen have
the opportunity to train side-by-side with Latin American navies
in a high-tech enviro~mcntusing state-of-the-art equipment. The
relationships that develop from this exercise will help to foster
cooperation and understanding between participating Navies.
A member of the Brazilian marines, Private Renan Gabriel said
he is grateful his unit was selected to participate in this exercisc.
He said the differences between American and Brazlian
operational procedures arc almost non-existent.
"There arc little differences between our two forces," said
Gabriel. "We havc identical fast rope and amphibious operation
instructions."
"lt's quite amazing," said Ships Serviceman Seaman Philip
Kozloff, a ship store attendant onboard amphibious transport
dock ship USS Mesa Verde (LPD 19). "lt's great to meet other
people from different countries and learn their customs or culture.
It helps build our relationships with them abroad."

By Mms Coinrnunic~~tion
Specicrlist 2nd Class Alan Gragg trnd
IMLISSCornmirriicatioiz S~)e~itili.st
S ~ N Y I P~itt-ick
I U I I Grieco,
UIVITASPublic Aflairs.
Shown Lefi: Crrnaclirrn soldiers di.sembark,fi-omtr beached LCAC.
Sholvn Right: A Canrrdian soldier runs ticross the beach qfter
recrivirg a liji jiom LCAC 37.
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MDA Programs

Water Fights, Karaoke, and Pine Car Derby:
ACU 5 Sailors Spend Summer at MDA Camp
At a special camp for disabled children, Navy and Marinc Corps
volunteers from ACU 5, Camp Pendleton, and San Diego find a
new way to servc. For one wcek out of the year, thesc service
members volunteer their time to serve as camp counselors for the
annual Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA) Summcr Camp
program.
Each summer, over 100 children suffering from one of morc than
40 neuromuscular diseases enjoy a worry-free all-expense paid
vacation at one of two week-long summer camps held by thc San
Diego and Los Angeles chapters of MDA . Perhaps one of thc
most rewarding yet challenging experiences for a service
member, MDA Summer Camp offers far more than your average
summer camp. There is an average of 55 campers per week
ranging in ages from 6 to 2 1. Each volunteer counselor is paired
up with a disabled child or young adult who share the same
interest with one another. Both camper and counselor remain
together throughout the entire week of camp and participate in
camp activities such as Teddy Bear Football, Military Hidc and
Seek, Swimming, Arts and Crafts, a Talent Show. the ever
popular Pine Car Derby, and much more.

raising events. From the lMDA Jerry Lewis Telethon held on
Labor Day weekend to golf charity events, Lock-ups,
Walkathons, Poker Tournaments, and chili cook offs; these
service members help in raising ovcr $1 millon towards research
and finding a cure. Wecks before camp, volunteer counselors
hold car wash fi~ndraisers. The money raised is used to buy
costumes, games, toys, and other camp items used to make camp
a huge success. The kids will attest to the camp's motto "The
Best Week of the Year" by not only looking forward to next
year's camp, but also by counting down the days till next year's
camp on the very day that camp ends.
I t is good to get out of your own element for a while and help a
child who is a little less fortunate. One thing that holds truc about
volunteering for thc MDA Summer Camp program is that "You
Get Back More Than You Give." You make new friends for a
week and sometimes for a lifetime.

The swimming pool is one of the children's favorite daily
activities. Not only is it fun, but it is in the pool that the children
are buoyant and nearly weightless, enabling them to walk.
Another camper's favorite is Military Hide and Seek. That is
when the service members get in their cammies, face paint, and
guile suits, and hide in the bushes just off the trails. The children,
armed with water guns and water balloons, search for the hiding
melnber and bombard them with water when found.
Just like a service member called into combat, these children
don't know how many more summers they will get to enjoy. But
for one week at camp, those thoughts are pushed away and the
focus is set on having fun. That's why each year both counselor
and cnmpcr makc the best of every moment at camp. While some
counselors strum guitars and campers take turns batting a Whiffle
ball, othcr children and counselors use their spare time at camp to
draw on the asphalt with chalk and make things in the arts and
craft shop. Another way campers like to pass the timc and beat
the summer hcat is to indulge in water fights with any mcans of
water launching devices imaginable. Local Firefighters even join
in on the fun by using their engines and fire hoses to soak any
and every ~ndividualbrave enough to get within firing range of
thcir hoses.
ACU 5's involvemcnt with the MDA program gocs back 10 years
and is not limited to summcr camp alone. All year round, Sailors
and Marines volunteer their off duty time in many different fund
14

Campers enjoy dancing with the sailors from ACU 5.
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Sailors from ACU 5 enjoy spending their free time volunteering for the local MDA chapter. Various activites throughout
the year, including car washes and other fundraisers, help fund the week long summer camps.
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ACU 5 Sailors Encouraged to Enjoy
Fitness with New Gym and Programs
ACU 5 has recently experienced something of a rebirth in its PT
program. Once a dull and regimented routine of calisthenics and
laps around the apron, dreaded by all, today's PT time around the
command is filled with a wide variety of activities that have lifted
both the spirit and reduced the body size at the command. There
is still allotted time in the schedule for three days a week of
physical training, but on Fridays, divisions are now free to decide
how to exercise in any manner they choose. PT has taken on a
new life with a revival in team sports around the command that
sailors now eagerly anticipate each week.
For example, the Executive department has created an Ultimate
Frisbee league and religiously holds vigorous and highly
competitive games in front of the main building evely Friday
morning. Officers and enlisted alike participate and thoroughly
elljoy the team sport concept, while also getting a significant
cardio workout at the same time.
Thcre are basketball games of the highest caliber as well as
volleyball games. As the weather warms, plans are being made to
incorporate cycling and softball teams.
Another significant improvement in the PT program at the
command is the relocation and expansion of the command's gym.
The old gym was located in a small shop in the Maintenancc bay
that barely held ten pieces of equipment and was dank and
dreary. ACU 5 was able to obtain close to 25 pieces of workout
machines from ships on the San Diego waterfront that were due to
be turned in to DRMO. As a result of the new gear, the gym was
relocated into the old crew's lounge, a much larger space with a
window that makes a drastic improvement in the quality
and
.
quantity of workout options.

Above: Sailors play oasKetoall near tne new rltness
facilities. Below: Members of the surfing team.

Probably the most unique sport to be
added to the Friday PT lineup is thc
command "Surfing Team" led by none
other than ACU 5's Commanding Officer,
CAPT Ed Harrington. Due to the frigid
Pacific Ocean waters, wet suits are
rcquired, but with ideal surfing seas and a
private beach available, it was a sure hit.
The team has steadily grown and averages
six to eight surfers each Friday morning.
So the next time you are visiting ACU 5,
be sure to bring along your PT gear and a
healthy dose of competition.
You won't be disappointed.
16
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38mE Meet the ACU OSRs

ACU 4 OSRs. L to R: Dennis Moyer, Kevin Gerber, Tom Hofsiss, Mary Kohut, Steve Dunaway,
Joe Greene, John Seals, Walt Rogers, Lee Weatherford, Jerry Faircloth, Audie Drakeford,
Larry Phifer, Joe Pugh, and Lowell Fredericks.

ACU 5 OSRs. L to R: Front row: Gary Wheeler, Saul Flores, Chris Deyong, Mike Madigan, John Swayze, Paul Larson,
George Ruiz, Dave Ihlenfeld, Don Gabriel, Tim Gallagher. Back row: Paul Lasley, John Habina, Guy Baker, Darin Campbell,
John Hutton, Justin Whittington, Cris Redman, and Mike Reynolds.
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"Where's Ruben?" at ACU 5

San Diego Reporter Salutes Military at ACU 5
News Crew Features ACU Sailors, LCACs, on Morning Show Segment
The LCAC Community is tight knit and relies upon key
personnel who have been specially screened and highly traincd to
operate high speed amphibious vehicles through all weather
conditions day and night. An unfortunate truth is the lack of
candidates applying for the challenging yet rewarding career
opportunity. ACU 5 has brainstormed numerous avenues for
recruitment into the program such as traveling throughout Navy
region South West carrying the LCAC flag to gain visibility for
potential crewmembers.
One such opportunity was local press coverage to San Diego's
CW channel 6 news team. The coverage was a live morning
video showcasing our Sailors at work and LCACs doing what
LCACs do best: carry Marines to the beach.
Ruben Galvan of the San Diego CW channel 6 contacted ACU 5
to do a Military Salute on his morning news piece. Ruben
conducts a daily morning segment showcasing San Diego's
people, evcnts and places. He and his video crew arrived early at
ACU 5 on 7 May and established a timeline with BMC wynn of
what would be shot that morning. The morning shoots would
consist of four or five-minute scgments to be aired live on the
morning news. In addition to the four shots, there were several
"teasers" through out the morning to give San Diego a taste of
the feat~~res
just around the corner.
ACU 5 appeared live on San Diego televisions introducing their
Sailors of the Year, QMl Chris Allen and IT1 Shenvanna
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Jefferson while our 350 plus crewmembers provided an
energetic back drop performing morning calisthenics and
shouting out a hearty GO NAVY while our neighbors at marine
Corp Base Camp Pendelton looked on in envy.
Operations Safety Master, Master Chief Scott Greathouse,
assisted in escorting Ruben through the four live shots as he
showcased ACU 5's numerous capabilities and the awesome
power of the LCAC under the capable hands of its crew.
The second live five minute segment was moved to the base of
the operating ramp where two LCAC were prepositioned out to
sea. LCAC 3 1 was on queue at 400 yards on its approach to the
beach where the camera crew displayed its capabilities as it
crossed through the surf zone with its 60 ton load of four Light
Armored Vehicles (LAV). As the craft crossed the beach, Master
Chief Greathouse instructed Ruben and his crew to "back up
Ruben" as the craft powered through the pounding surf to drive
its load up and onto the beach. With the craft's engines secured,
the lMarine LAVs drove from the craft directed by the Beach
Masters of BMU- I to set up a security perimeter for our landing
zone to establish a beach head for other craft to land. Ruben
asked why the LCAC was such an asset over every other landing
craft. He esplained to the reporter that the LCAC, unlike
conventional landing craft, allows the Marine and his vehicles to
land on the beach in a preferred offload location of their choice
rather than being forced to traverse through the surf in their
vehicle, or the Marine having to walk through the surf, and
proceed to the fight cold and wet.

M
Ruben and his video crew shooting one of several segments
aboard one of ACU 5's LCACs.
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The third segment provided a short interview of the LAV Marines
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Cnannel au vlaeo crew snoots a segment, wnrle GSGM Greatnouse directs the marme venlcles across tne ~ e a c h .

who were asked about their experience riding in an LCAC.
The platoon commander stated it was likc being beat up whilc
flying in a small aircraft but sure enjoyed getting to the tight
fast and dry.
In addition to our LCAC landing, a Landing Craft Utility (LCU)
beached itselfjust yards away and provided a contrast of
conventional, and non-displacement craft working in conccrt
with one anothcr pushing the Marines to the beach. Not to bc out
done, our second LCAC additionally displayed its prowess as it
passed by with lightening speed as a back drop. The Marincs also
displayed thcir power by providing a drive by of rnultipIe
Amphibious Assault Vehiclcs traversing thc beach. Whcre clsc
could a news reporter be acting as if he were on the beaches of
Normandy during a modern D-Day!
The f i ~ ~segment
al
provided interviews with the Craftmaster of
LCAC 3 1, BMCS Grgetich. He explained the ability to control
the craft's propellers with the over 16,000 horsepower at his
disposal. GSEl Shawn Marshall explained his role as
Craft Engineer and awesome responsibility in keeping all the

engines working in concert to move this hovering machine across
the watcr at high speed. The final interview was with the craft
navigatol-. AW I Jesse Shotts. He talked about how his job is so
uniquc from othcr ship's navigators because he controls both the
navigation and radio comnlunications at high specd controls the
navigation picturc as well as all radio con~municntionsbetween
itself, the other LCAC in formation and thc Operational
Commander. The awesome crew of LCAC 3 1 explained to
Ruben their crew position and how this high speed low drag
hovercraft could seemlessly move almost 200 tons of war
fighting equipment to the flight.
The news crew back in thc station was in awe of the incredible
job that the Sailors werc accomplishing day in and day out
behind ACU 5's I5 foot tall concrete walls a mere quarter mile
from interstate Five, a main artery between Los Angeles and
San Dicgo.
Ruben promiscd that he would be back to do another morning
news report on these amazing machines and the even more
amazing Sailors which operate the hovercraft at ACU 5.
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AADS Provides Real T i r . . ~Situational 7
Awareness to LCAC Crews
awareness of all ELPRS equipped platforms m
Additionally, LCACs can Andandreceive text r $ t S a-W t h h d
craft and ships.

MISSION
The Amphibious Assault Direction System (AAaS) i s the Navy's
only real-time Situational Awareness @A) system fix ship and
small craft control. AADS, an Amphibious Warfare Program
inlegrates h e Enhanced Position Location Reporting System
(EPLRS]with the NAVSTAR Ql&l Positioning System (GPS)
to formajadinteteept&&*
w m m a ~ d m dcontrol system.
The system provides real-time, precise Position h a d e n
Information CPLII on fandine craR and all other units -"' ',

EPLRS Network Manager (ENM) that com~nunicateswithin the
EPLRG com~nunitydefining each radios' r.~leand resource :
requitements. AADS provides the ship's 86at Control Officer with sig~iificantlyenhanced situational awareness of amphibiousapmC~aa.sand greatly reduces the potential fnr fratricide
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LCAC Community

LCAC Community Offers Unique
Career Opportunities for Sailors
Transporting Marines and their vehicles from ship to shore is a
vital operation for any amphibious assault ship. These key
operations are made possible by the ACU LCAC community.
Joining the LCAC community can provide many exciting career
opportunities for Sailors that thcy have not considered or never
knew existed.
"Once someone decides they want to be in the LCAC
community, the Sailor will need to have their record screened to
ensure they are eligible:" Chief Machinist's Mate (SWIAW)
Michael Waranis, craftmaster at ACU 4 said. "They would thcn
have to contact the sea special program LCAC detailer and
schedule a screening through either ACU 4 or ACU 5. The Sailor
will also have to go through a physical in accordance with the
Navy Manual of the Medical Department (MEDMAN).
Completing all the prerequisites allows the Sailor to then apply
for school billets with thc LCAC detailer."
The LCAC is a versatile and powerful part of the Navy and
Marine Corps team.
"We currently have LCACs attached to USS Iwo Jima (LHD 7)
and USS San Antonio (LPD 17) in support of the 26th Marinc
Expeditionary Unit and the Iwo Jima Expeditionary Strike Group
(ESG)," Chicf Quartermaster (SW) Jcrrod Morgan, senior navigator for ACU 4 said. "Our hovercrafts give the strike group
commander the capability of supporting multiple missions from
two amphibious platforms."
"Each craft is capable of carrying up to 70 tons of vehicles,
equipment or supplies at a speed of up to 50 knots or 60 miles
per hour," Morgan said. "With the inclusion of a personnel
transport module, a craft can carry up to 75 troops or
100 non-combatant personnel. The craft's speed, maneuvcring
capabilities and ability to land on more than 90 percent of thc
world's beaches have made the LCAC an essential piece in the
ovcrall success of thc ESG."
There are currently two hovercraft assault craft units in thc Navy.
ACU 5 and its 36 craft are based out of Camp Pendleton, CA
whilc also maintaining a permanent detachment in Sasebo,
Japan. ACU 4 is based out of Little Creek Naval Anlphibious
Base in Virginia Beach, VA, and currently maintains 39 LCAC.
LCAC crews are composed entirely of enlisted Sailors, and thc
community is open to a wide variety of rates and ranks in thc
Navy.
24

"The craft consists of an all-enlisted crew," Waranis said. "The
craftmaster is required to be an E-7 or above, and any rate in the
Navy is cligiblc. The engineer is required to bc an E5-E7, and
the position is open to engineering surface rates such as
machinist's mate, engineman, gas turbine systems
mechanicallelectrica1, hull maintenancc technician, and
interior communication."
"The navigator source rates are operation specialist,
quarterrnastcr, aviation warfare systems operator, and electronics
technician in the grades of E5 through E7," Waranis continued.
"Loadmasters are boatswain's mates that are normally an E6 or
ES. but this position is open for E4 through E7. The deck
engineer position is open to any engineering surface rate but
traditionally it tends to be gas turbine system technicians or hull
technicians El through ES."
Since the crews are small, each Sailor is affordcd a wealth of
responsibility comparable to many key responsibilities held by
entire ship's crew.
"I'm the craft engineer," Chief Gas Turbine System Technician
(Mechanical) (SW) Richard Scozzafava, craft engineer for ACU
4 said. "I maintain all of the engines, propulsion, lube oil and
fuel oil quality management, and q ~ ~ a l iassurance
ty
over any
work that is being conducted on the craft. Whilc we are
operating the craft, I'm the assistant operator, the chief engineer
and the damage control assistant. Engineers learn how to operate
the craft because, in the event that anything happens wherc I
need to take over, I'm responsible for getting the craft back to
shore."
The other crew members enjoy more responsibility as well.
"As a craftmaster, I have the same responsibilities as the
colnrnanding officer of a ship," Waranis said. "The same thing
applies down the linc. The loadmaster can refuse a load, and he's
thc deck department of thc craft. My deck mcchanic is basically
the main propulsion assistant. My navigator performs the job of
both an entire navigation and operations department. My
engineer is thc chief cngincer and runs the entire engineering
plant. It is a lot more authority and responsibility than most
people ever enjoy at their pay grades on these crafts."
Eve~yonehas their own rcasons for choosing thc LCAC
comn~unityover traditional billets.
"How did I become involved in the community; it's pretty
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simple," Quartermaster I st Class (SWIAW) David Rader said. "I
saw one flying through the Chesapeake Bay one tilnc while I was
doing a weapons on-load of a guided-missile destroyer, and was
intrigued. I asked my chief what it was and how to get thc billct.
Eventually, I chose the LCAC community as my next sea duly.
It's a h n job with a lot of responsibility. I do all of the mission

planning, perform collision avoidance with the use of radar,
conduct all incoming and outgoing communjcations, and also
direct the high speed navigation of the craft."
By ibl(~.sC O I ~ I I H U ~S~~CCOC~~~C211d
OI /I~ICICI.S.F
. F I (SMq k l i ~ h u d
Slorkey. Storj) coul?e.sy ~Vnvy~Ve~v.sSfatirl.

New Travel Lift Arrives at ACU 4

ACU 4's new travel lift arrived in early September 2008. After a round of tests and operations checks, the new travel lift
was ready for operation at the end of the month.

the LCAC bulletin
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Radio Telephone Operator (RTO), who communicates with the
ACU on when and where to bring the LCACs.
Before each landing. the senior RM gives a safety brief to all
personnel on the bcach in regards to where they can stand and
where to be when the LCAC lands or departs.
"During any landing, the RM has a 30-yard area from each side
of the LCAC wherc no one can stand. The RM is an additional
50 yards away, a total of SO yards, to makc sure he and no one
else gets hit by debris," said Cassidy.
Aftcr the LCAC lands, the all clear signal is given, the ramp to
the LCAC is lowered and vehicles and troops storm the beach.
BMU 1 recently demonstrated these skills when they performed
numerous amphibious assaults on the bcaches of Thailand as
part of Cobra Gold 09 (CG 09).
The job requires highly-skilled personnel. Before becoming part
of a Beach Master Unit, Sailors must go through extcnsivc
training that continucs throughout their career.
"We go to San Diego evcry year for 30 days or so to do training
with our stateside countcrparts," said Information Systems Technician 3rd Class Migucl Reyes-Flores. "We give and get training
on various LCAC operations, how to work with Seabccs and
SEAL team ops."
The training rccci\.cd is \Auable sincc BMU 1 Sailors put the
training to good use. Being forward-dcployed means frcquent
amphibious assault exercises.
"Being a beach master can be complicated at first, but after you
learn the job, it's easy." said Seaman (SWIAW) Christopher
Smith from Washington, D.C. "Wc go out there to gct troops and
s~~pplies
to the beach as safely and quickly as possible. During
an actual assault. we can have four or five LCACs beached and
have a command center set up within 30 minutes."
Beach masters feel most rewarded when the mission is
accomplished; all troops are safely on the beach and thc last
LCAC has left and is safely aboard Essex. Only then can the
BMU rest and get ready for the next day, said Smith.

Mastering the Art of Hitting the Beach
Conducting a full-scale amphibious assault requires a great deal
of manpower and coordination. It involves the transportation of
hundreds of Marines and dozens of vehicles.

that's where Beach Master Unit (BMU) 1, Western Pacific comes
in. It's their job to ensure Marines, supplies, LCACs and LCUs
get safely ashore.

When it comes to amphibious assaults from the
forward-deployed amphibious assault ship USS Essex (LHD 2),

BMU 1 Sailors ensure safety by training on proper signaling
techniques and proper safety procedures for bystanders so they
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don't get hit by debris from propeller blast.
"Wc normally get in real early and do a Foreign Object Damage
(FOD) walk-down on the staging area of the beach to make sure
there is no debris that can damage the LCACs," said Quartermaster 1st Class Melvin Cassidy, a BMU I beach master.
Performing a landing requires five bcach masters to safcly carry
out the mission: a senior Ramp Marshal (RM), who is in charge
ofthe entire landing, three RMs who land the LCACs, and a

CG 09 is an annual Kingdom of Thailand and U.S. co-sponsorcd
military exercise designed to train U.S. and partner Asian-pacific
nation forccs. The exercise also includes humanitarian civic
action projects with participating nations from Indonesia, Japan,
Singapore, Thailand and the U.S. The U.S. also engages with
Thai military forces in a field training exercise to promote
familiarity with and cohesion betwecn these partner nation's
military forces.
By Mass Col-ill-rz~il-licatiol-1
Specialist Seaman Apprentice
To~rrrcu~
AIexmtiec Stol-y courtesy 1Vny ~Ve\i!sStancl.
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NSWC-PC Continues LCAC Testing
Duties of Composite Props, Models
Under funding from thc Office of Naval Research (ONR), a joint
effort between NSWC-PC and NSWC-CCD successfully tcsted a
116th scale LCAC Radio Controlled Modcl (RCM). This effort
was performed under ONR's Advanced Skirt Program, which is a
next-generation skirt design with pro-iectcd highcr perforniancc
and better seakeeping motions than the currcnt LCAC Deep Skirt.
The 116th scale craft was originally constructcd at NSWC-PC in
the mid-199Os, ~mderthe Deep Skirt dcvclopnient program, for
wavc and obstacle tests. It includes propcllcrs and fanlbow
thruster modules salvaged from a model of the JEFF B,the
LCAC prototype craft, constructcd back in the carly 1970s.
Under thc current effort, the model has undergone major
refurbishment at NSWC-PC in ordcr to support R&D efforts in
modeling and prediction of seakecping responses for air cushion
vehicles. This required the model to perfonn high-speed,
post-hump maneuvering, something the craft was previously
unable to achicve. The technical team rebuilt the bow thrustcrs.
controllable pitch propellers, lift fan system, and enginc drivc
systems. Electronics were upgraded with a fidly functional
radio-controlled systeni as wcll as navigation system. Thc tcst
was performed with a new light-weight Deep Skirt fabricated of
sail material.
The testing team, led by John G. Hoyt 111 from NSWC-CCD, did
an outstanding job of data collection and analysis. The data will
be used for the Neural Network motion prcdiction model. This
will help thc future David Taylor Model Basin testing whcrc
models' wakes can be confused or multiplied by the tank's
seawalls.
Thc modcl performed exceptionally well despite its age. A (
maximum speed of 26 knots a1 design weight was recorded,
which translates to 64 knots full scale. At determined Ship-toShore Conncctor (SSC) weight, the modcl achicvcd 18.6 knots or
46 knots full scale. The models' propulsion and lift fan system is
powered by twin Rotax 477 Ultralight 2-stroke engines, each
producing 32 HP. A series of land hover tests were taken to
determine the modcls' maximum thlust, which was determined to
be at 3800 shaft RPMs with 40 degrees of prop pitch. Luckily
the tcam was able to test at 3,600 RPM and 30 dcgrccs of prop
pitch which dampened the vibration and extcnded time bctwecn
maintenance. The modcl produccd an impressive 140 Ibs of
thrust at 1650 Ibs test weight.
The testing matrix consisted of multiple runs at three separate
weights in varying sea states, from calm water up to scale sca
state 5. Seakecping runs were attempted to gather data in various
head, beam, and quartering seas. On the final day of testing, the
model began to show its age and suffered catastrophic port
.

propeller, stator, and shroud failures, and was deemed no longer
testable. This occurred prior to obtaining any sideslip
maneuvering data, so the test team felt it necessary to attempt
another trial run with the model being towed beam-on by the
chase boat. The engines were still functional and provided
propulsion for the lift fans and bow thrusters, which were enough
to complete testing and capture roll angle, roll rate, and rate of
deceleration. This data will bc crucial in analysis of 1112th scale
LCAC tow tank testing.
The 116th scale LCAC model testing is concluded for now.
Under the Advanced Skirt program, NSWC PCD is currently
pursuing installation, testing, and evaluation of a full scale skirt
on LCAC. The underway roll stability, performance, and
seakeeping testing is planned for Summer of 2009.

Composite Propeller Shroud
Under funding from the Foreign Comparative Test (FCT)
program, a test article of a composite propeller shroud for
LCAC has been procured. This shroud is now installed on LCAC
66 at NSWC-PC, and is currently undergoing test and evaluation.
The compositc propeller shroud is a carbon fiber, epoxy
construction. It is intended as a potential replacement for the
LCAC's current aluminum shroud, as the current shroud is no
longer available from the manufacturer. It is a logistics
nightmare with over 500 specially fabricated parts and
approximately 28.000 rivets. Replacement parts have very poor
availability with lead limes of one year or more, and the costs
continue to escalate. In addition, it suffers from numerous
maintenance issues due to vibrations and the high internal point
loadings, causing wallowed holes, worn and loose bushings,
crackcd spars, etc.
In contrast, the composite shroud is simpler and offers smoother
internal load transfcr for potentially fewer maintenance issues.
It also provides the capability for removing and replacing a stator
without having to gain access to the inside of thc center body.
This means that the propcllcr pitch control components do not
have to be disassembled, which is quire an extensive maintenance
cffort. This shroud is also of a different aerodynamic design that
should be slightly more efficient than the current shroud.
The first phase of the composite shroud tests, shakedown testing,
has been completed successfully. This was done to verify the
structural integritylsoundness and operational safety of the
shroud. This was a progressive buildup of propeller speed and
power, from idle spced at neutral propeller pitch, all the way up
to the maximum RPM and power capability of one side of the
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High Beta Elements used for the Advanced Lift Fan Test at NSWC-PC.

LCAC drive train. After the shroud absorbed a maximum of
6,200 horsepower at 102 percent N 2 on the ramp, the craft
proceeded with on-cushion, underway tests. During thc tests,
strains and vibrations were monitored to ensure safe progression.
Strain gauges and accelerolneters were installed at selectcd
locations and monitored real time to verify in-limit operations
and check for shroud structural resonances. The next phasc of
the testing will be to measure the thrust of the propellerlcomposite shroud and compare to baseline. in order to verify the
improved performance. After the initial testing, the shroud will
be left on the craft for an indefinite period of time as an
in-service evaluation. At some point in the future, maintenance
and repair will be evaluated, and the removal and replaccmcnt of
a stator will bc attempted.

craft, LCAC 9 1, and enabled the evaluation of the craft
speed/powcr/drag performance without the Transverse Seal in
various sea conditions for a range of craft weight. Comparisons
were also made to 1112th scale model tow tank testing.

Performance Testing

The UMOE lift fan met the form, fit, and function requirements
as the fan operatccl throughout the LCAC's envelope without any
operational issues. Performance maps were developed for both
fans using the non-dimensional coefficients obtained by the High
Beta Elements. The UMOE lift fan will be modified to meet
lighter weight design capabilities and longer service life for
future connector technologies.

It is no surprise that NSWC-PC is the leader in Littoral Warfare
research and LCAC testing. NSWC-PC has the unique
capability of performing full scale testing, and 2009 has becn a
busy year with this testing. Many milestones were rcachcd in the
Transverse Seal and Advanccd Lift Fan testing arcas.
A series of LCAC fill1 scale tests were performed to cvalunte and
compare performance with and without the Transverse Seal
Component of the Deep Skirt system. These experiments helped
to characterize the power and thrust relationship for the tcsted
--

The advanced lift fan fill1 scale test, sponsored by the ONR,
concentrated on comparisons of the performance evaluation of
the current LCAC baseline aluminum lift fan and the UMOE
Mandal design compositc lift fan. To detcrmine aerodynamic
efficiency, two lift fan configurations were tested. To perform
these tests, three state-of-the-art High Beta Element ducts were
installed both under the port side fan volutes, and on top of the
port bow thruster to capture the lift side and bow thruster's side
outflows.

NSWC-PC will contin~lctheir testing for ONR to find more
efficient ways to improve our LCACs and also investigate future
capabilities, informatinoal tests, and ideas for the SSC.
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bridthe gap bdwcea SWE enablers and fled processes while
serving as a pmxss integrator to hack manning, maintenance,
logissics C supply issues, and associated training, identifying and
analyzing class wide trends. The CRAFTRON serves as a
supporting commander to the NBG Commanders.

RON Commissioned
-

-

the primary mission of a new organizati
-"-. community. With goals
such as improvi
maximiking efficiencies, the
W
commissioned to man,train,
e and sustain the
LCAC fleet through the rem
ce life. This new
-.
staff aligns LCA
Surface Warfare Enterprise
(SWE)initiative
h e same benefit to the SWE Chief
Readiness Office

-

phibious Groups had provided alignment and
LCAC fleet. Today, loss of that advocacy and
upeditionary mission resulted in increased
t with concurrent and ongoing sustainment istes enterprise alignment and re-establishment
of a single advocate. The CRAFTRON's ability to assess maintenance, manpower, logistics, and trainling issues that affect
readiness across the entire LCAC inventory is expected to identify
potential efficiencies.
The Surface Warfare Enterprise created the existing eight

A

M

CLASSRONs to address the requirement for increased
accountability and improved overall operational readiness of
surface ships. The CRAFTRON adapts the SWE CLASSRON
construct to current LCAC community processes and integrates
existing organizational relationships in order to maintain LCACs
from a class perspective.
The CRAFTRON examines processes and organizations across the
LCAC support enterprise identifying redundancies that may
deliver savings that can be rolled back into support for LCAC
Ready for Tasking. It was also stood up with only a modest
increase in manning and no change to the existing command and
reporting relationship. The CRAFTRON instead employs
dual-hatted personnel, augmented with support from organizations
such as the Expeditionary Strike Groups, the LCAC Program
Office and Naval Sea Systems Command field activities for
nietrics collection, analysis, and recommendations. The stand-up
of the CRAFTRON did not change existing reporting and
command relations between the ACUs and the NBG Commanders
who are their Immediate Superior in Command. The CRAFTRON
will support the ISIC, the ACUs and the Type Commander by

?y
At its most basic level, the CRAFTRON will report the three
.
I

,
-*

elements of "LCAC Ready for Tasking" 1.) A mission capable
craft IAW SEAOPS, 2.) A qualified five-man crew, and 3.) An
adequate number of qualified detachment maintenance personnel.
These elements will be used in reporting the ACU's ability to meet
both daily and deployment requirements to the SWE by way of the
Chief Readiness Officer.

Based on objective analysis, they will develop business-based
recommendations for policy and resources, providing these
recommendations for policy modification and resources within the
ACUs to the NBGs for approval. They will also provide advocacy
at the SWE for issues that may require policy modification and
resources beyond the established budgets for the ACUsINBGs.
Applying integrated analysis to inform and influence the direction
of resources across all Commander, Naval Surface Force pillars,
the CRAFTRON will ultimately lead to increased readiness and

L

While the ACU Commanding Officers will remain the executive
agent for crew training, and ISICs and Commanding Officers will
continue to schedule and execute unit level training, the
CRAFTRON will conduct analysis into training metrics,
certification data and readiness trends. As a result, the
CRAFTRON will be in an optimum position to identify and
capture efficiencies in the continuous training and certification
process. CRAFTRON will also track and analyze class
maintenance trends and resource requirements, providing
recommendations and relative ranking for LCAC community-wide
process changes, budgetary initiatives and revisions to business
practices.
--lu*. a
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The CMFTRON participates in all CLASSRON level activities,
review% and assessing SWE actions and initiatives in relation to
their impact and applicability to the LCAC community.
Coordinating with the ISICs, the ACU COs, the Program Office,
NAVSEA Field Activities and CNSF, the CRAFTRON ensures
that LCAC are properly manned, trained and equipM.

ion, the effective and efficient ex-

of readias

the SWE hnctional commands to
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ACU 4 Maintenence Dept. Personnel
Hello, I am LCDR Al Moore, the new Maintenance Ofticer at
the world's finest Assault Craft Unit. I routinely tow my
divisional spaces and oftcn observe in-process c o ~ ~ c c t i vactlons
e
and PMS checks in order to get a pulse from the deck plate.
Getting a chance to hear about the seemingly miraculous rcpairs
that werc conducted by our maintenancc professionals was an
eye-opening expcrience. After eight months "At the Point" of
ACU 4's maintenance spear. I was able to gain an absolute
appreciation for the extraordinary accomplishments of my
tcchnicians and civilian NAVSEA OSRs. The sailors also showcd
me hou, much responsibility they take in the operation of U S .
Navy hovercraft, which is one of the most complcx manned
vehicles in the world. From its untrcatcd aluminum construction
to the six gas turbines that providc propulsion and gcneratc
electrical power. the 90 ft. x 50 ft. behemoth can carry loads in
cxcess of its own w i g h t at speeds greater than 40 knots. Thc 20
year old work horse has been updated over the past few ycars,
including high tech craft control off the shclf technology and
C4N upgrades that rival the newest ships.
The Maintenance Department's infrastructure has been pretty
dynamic since I took the hclm and a few months ago. Wc merged
all Operations Department maintcnance personncl undcr the
Maintenance Department umbrella in order to focus our
maintenance effort. This "Big Picture" approach has resulted in
incrcased production and cost savings due to a morc ctTicient
operation. The department most recently completed an ultra
successf~dFleet Maintenance Activity Assessment by our fr~cnds
at COMNAVSURFLANT. Thc Forcc Engineer, Mr. Ron Leta.
gave high praisc for the demonstration of capabilities and
professionalism in our maintcnance organization, despitc
manning challenges.
I'd like to take this opportunity to introduce my department to
you; I hope you enjoy the tour of our very technical facility and
our "Top-Notch Sailors". Before we bcgin, I nced to highlight niy
Top Snipe, Master Chief Bob Reed. Master Chief Reed enlisted
as a Hull Technician in the Navy and it goes without saying that
his 29 plus years of service is instrumental i n the successful
execution of the day to day routine of all facets of the department.

R-0 Division
The folks in R - 0 dcvelop, plan and track all work packages
which are requircd for nearly 75 perccnt of the work that is
performed in the department. This practice is mandated by the
Joint Fleet Maint Manual (JFMM) to providc sound proceclures
and clearly define the age old phrasc "good engineering
practice." Thc R - 0 personnel work in concert with our OSRs,
other maintenance work centers and the Quality Assurance
Department including Quality Assurance and Non-Destructive
Test Inspectors to deliver a step-by-step, sequential process that
ensures an airtight solution to maintcnancc repair issucs.
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Planning and Estimating Division continues to exceed all
expectations: deliverjng work packages ahead of schedule, by
standardizing the Formal Work Package (FWP) and Controlled
Work Package (CWP), thcreby streamlining the rate of
production within a dynamic organization. Working within the
d~visionrequircs an extraordinary amount of mental dexterity:
missed steps arc not accepted and attention to detail is
paramount! Lucky for us thcse guys get it right every time.
Anothcr branch of R - 0 is the Technical Library which is the hub
of the repair portion of the department. Renovations that took
placc last year have developed a smooth and streamlined process
to the daily operation and in the procurement of pubs and
manuals. With over 2,800 tech manuals, they arc on the cutting
edge with thc latest and greatest technology and foresight to
ensure that ACU 4's planners have the right material to get the
job done right the tirst time. In the past year, some of our special
sailors have come and gone. We would like to wish a traditional
"Fair winds and following seas" to HTC Carpenter who
transferred to the H a r ~ yS.Truman. DCC Rutledge who retircd
after 23 faithful years of service, and GSEC Orlaniran who was
recently sclected for a officer commission as a Limited Duty
Ofticer.

R- I Division
The next stop is at R-l Division. Headed up by the tenacious and
salty, CW04 Mike Garza and recently promoted HTCM Scott
Harville, R- I personnel keep the LCAC held together.. .literally.
This division of "artists" consists of Hull Technicians and
Aviation Structural Mechanics who weld together the hull
surfaces and glue fiberglass and composite mater~alparts to
complctc a craft. R-1 continues to set high standards and is the
hub of professionalisn~within the LCAC community. The merger
of shore side and sea sidc, many different levels of knowledgc
and background skills have joined the division, which has grown
from 16 to 64 personncl.
The need for structural repairs to the craft is increasing as the
craft age and the mission of the LCAC becomes broader. The
success of the HTs are nothing but superb, identifying corrosion
on numerous crafts with the help of the corrosion team to ensure
the highest standards are met and maintained. In the past year
they have replaced over 2,300 sq. ft. of plating, 1,700 ft. of
hatting, 1,200 ft. of piping. and of course the replacement of
13 bags in support of craft modifications and repairs. The
Aviation Structural Mechanics bring another skill set to the
division and have completed over 82 corrosion inspections,
refi~rbishing39 doors, and repairing 45 rudders for craft use. The
AMs repaired 12 shaft covers, 17 bow thrusters. and eight ball
and pinions returning them to full service. The arduous work by
R-I has contributed to a total cost avoidance of approximately
$7 10,000.
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Keep LCACs Flying Around the Globe
We wish "Fair winds and following scas" to HTC William
MacDonald, and welcomed or ncwest maintenance Chiefs HTC
Nathan Ferguson and HTC William Hillman. Their leadership
and knowledge will benefit each and every sailor.

R-2 Division
Proceeding on, we visit R-2 Division. Their comniitment of time
and energy in the LCAC community is as critical as ever in the
endeavor to meet today's demanding operational tasks. The
persistent work load is performed by highly trained and
professional mechanical maintenance personnel, which makc up
the division. Our team of mechanics continue to exercise their
technical expertise as demonstrated by the in depth DEPOT level
repairs to gas turbine engines, propellers, lift fans, gear boxes,
APUs, air conditioning systems, bow thr~lstersand hydraulic
systems just to name a few. The professionalism and technical
ac~lityof our division is demonstrated daily and well reflected in
work performcd and executed. In a snap shot from February 2009
through April 2009, over 16,000 man hours were documented in
the successful completion of over 3 13 ma-jorjobs. In addition to
operational craft repairs, R-2 Division overhauls and/or
refurbishes props, lift fans, hydraulic units, cngincs, APUs,
hydraulic actuators and cushion vane actuators as a Rcady for
Issue (RFI) item for the LCAC SLEP. The work accomplished to
providc thc RFI items commanded a significant amount of time
and effort, but extcndcd major cost savings in the program, which
in turn providced more funding for contract repairs. With the
maintcnancc responsibility to the main engines and craft lift
system, R-2 division is an important component to the AC:U 4
motto, "Above and Beyond."

R-3 and R-4 Divisions
Down Production Passageway past our eight hangars we
encounter the "Twidgets" of R-3 and R-4 Division. A combincd
group of ultra talented and award winning electrical and
electronic professionals, their contribution is felt in almost every
aspect of LCAC operation. R-3 is run out of the Electrical Shop,
which is comprised mainly of Cias Turbine Systems electrical and
electrician technicians and has becn able to maintain engraving
and patch making for the grcater portion of thc com~nandsbased
at Little Creek Amphibious Base. Most recently they were also
responsible for fault isolation and repairs to 22 hydraulic
actuators and the successful completion of eight cableway
inspections. The Shipboard Instrumentation and Systcms
Calibrations (SISCAL) team continues to perform in a nianncr
that not many other SISCAL teams can equal, by identifying and
performing corrective repairs to hundreds of faulty sensors, wirc
trunks and connectors which saved nearly $300,000 on
contractor's fees alone in FY09.
The R-4 group, Tool Issuc or the Calibration Lab, is equally
impressive. Whatever the issuc, this division keeps getting it right
and saving thousands of dollars each fiscal year. Our 2M/MTR

Team is thc vanguard of innovation and we arc proud of the
successes of the 2MJMTR and Gold Disk programs. Tool Issue
and the Tool Control Program have shown remarkable savings by
restoring and assembling many of their own supplies. They have
been able to save $71.766.59 so far this fiscal year. They've
successfully inventoried over 7,000 line items and have
completed 733 safety checks this year alone. Through proper
training on thc use of some of their special tools, they have
significantly reduced thc amount of OPTAR bcing spent to
replace or repair tools. They also passed our FMAA, receiving
zero discrepancies. The 2MIMTR electronic repair program
continues to be the "MONEY IMAKERS" for the division. Since
thc beginning of fisct~lyear. our team repaired 27 Items incurring
a cost avoidance of over $200,000. Although a significant
positive trend, they continue to strive for greater self-sufficiency
and excel across the spectrum of work demands. FCA 1167B
continues to provide GPEETE (General Purpose Electronic and
Electrical Test Eq~lipment)and calibrated tools and gages
tracking to support LCAC PIMS (Plan maintenance System) and
repair. ACU-4's Field Calibration Activity has documented
sustained pcrformance in calibration readiness, ranked by
COMNAVSURFLANT as the top shore facility for the last five
consecutive quarters with a material readiness grade of 96
percent and 92 perccnt in both electrical and mechanical.

R-5 Division
Wc reach our fiual destination at R-5, our "Honorary Engineers."
R-5 is comprised of nearly all Navy Airedales, the Brown Shoe
types. They provide phenomenal support to the entire command
in the servicc and operation of LCAC. The mission of the
division is to ensure the availability of the equipment and to limit
operational impact on the ACU 4 team. Our tcam continues to be
an integral part of command's operational readiness. Our hard
charging team has completed over 1,250 scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance actions. These efforts resulted in an
unprecedented 99 perccnt Rcady for Issue rate in support of
Atlantic Flect LCAC operations. The division received high
praise from CNSL inspectors during FMAA for the stellar Weight
Handling Equipment Program and the exemplary Rail Pull Test
Demonstration. R-5 division is also responsible for an effective
Forklift Licensing Program. The training is conducted IAW
NAVSUP PUB 538, and more than 45 personnel attended the cost
effcctivc training while saving Navy over $30,000 in training
costs. Most impressively, they maintain and Iicense personncl to
operate ACU 4's two brand new, multi-million dollar Marine
TRAVELIFT cranes. These four wheel giants can scoop up an
LCAC and easily carry it to nearly any level surface.
Wc have the greatcst Navy personnel and thanks to many before
us, our Navy has a great maintenance protocol. Wc at ACU 4 take
seriously the term "verbatim compliance" and we are proud to be
a part of this ever challenging program. It plcasure to show you
our maintenance organization, and it is an honor to serve ACU 4.
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[BEACU 5 Maintenance

ACU 5 Maint. Dept. Repairs LCACs
for Ongoing Global War on Terrorism
ACU 5's Maintenance Dcpartment perfonnance during 2008
could not have bcen achieved without the teamwork between this
command's departments. Manncd with an enthusiastic and
aggressive team of professionals, there were not many obstacles
we could not overcome. Innovative management, exciting
personnel initiatives, and improved processes resulted in
optimization of over $6M in LCAC maintenance funds. The
following represents a snapshot of the self-sufficient and
complex industrial repairs conducted by the ACU 5 maintenance
organization. Many of these repairs are normally conducted at a
depot level or by a Contractor. These efforts were assertive and
resourcef~~l
with significant repair cost savings. ACU 5 prides
itself in sctting a schedulelplan with achievable deadlines.
We sct the example for contractors to follow. It took improved
communication between departments and within the departmcnt
to reach this point. We developed a descriptive maintenance plan
and presented it to the shops.

Providcd machining service for LCAC support.
Machined 40 ft. of bag bar

R-2 Division
R-2 Division is the Maintenance Department leader in number
ofjobs acconlplished and man hours expended in the repair,
replacement, refurbishment, andlor manufacture of hydraulic
hard lines, flex lines, AC units, propellers, rudder bearings, lift
fans, craft balances, engine repairs and inspections. Benefitting
from a cadre of highly skilled GSMs and MMs with vast
knowledge LCAC power train systcms and auxiliaries,
R-2 Division strives for total quality craftsmanship and customer
satisfaction cach and every time. The following are some
examples of thc hard work and dedication R-2 Sailors put into
making ACU 5 Ready For Tasking.

SHOP 31F Hydraulic

West Pacific Alpha (WPA)
DET. WPA successfully completed the craft availabilities of
LCAC lO,08, 58, 52, 2 1, 57, 63. WPA provided assistance to
Contractor's Performing structural and repairs to transmission
system and associated quality assurance testing of all seven craft
with zero rework, completing over 58 formal and controlled work
packages at the expense of 7800 hundred man hours. Thcir
superior team efforts saved the Navy more than $1 million
dollars in contractor and the logistic costs of returning these craft
back to Camp Pendleton for overhauls. As a result of their
tireless efforts our FDNF crafts remain operational ready to mcct
the mission and demands of the tip of the spear.

R-1 Division SHOP 26A Hull Repair
Hull repair has completed over 23,000 man hours of repair this
ycar:
Completed 20 inserts removing and replacing 500 ft, of
aluminum plate in deck replacements, smuggler void repairs,
and bulk head rcpairs to include a 130 sq.ft. hull insert on
LCAC 44 and 256 sq.ft. insert on LCAC 73.
13 craft sidc restraints on LCAC 40.
Replaced two T-Brace on LCAC 64, conducted basc metal
repairs numbering between 16 and 32 welds, and modified the
slots to fit the cradles for lift fan bearing replacements.
Civilian Contractor work completed of over 75 JSNs with over
half of them being Controlled Work Packages.
Completed one bulk head insert between number two and four
main engine.
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SHOP 31A Machinery Repair

Manufactured 5 I0 hard lincs, expending 4,000 man hours.
Manufactured 500 flex lincs, expending 3,000 man hours.
Tested 300 relief valves, expcnding 1,200 man hours.
Ovcrhaulcd 20 rudder actuators, expending 1,375 man hours.
Hydrostatically tested 15 Halon hoses, expending 75 man
hours.

SHOP 3 1T Gas Turbine Engine
Overhauled 42 APUs, 672 man hours.
Overhauled 28 main engines, expending 448 man hours.
Assembled and replaced I0 No. 6 and No. 7 bcaring packages
expending 40 man hours.
Removed and replaced numerous right anglc gcarboxes and one
offset gearbox expending over 80 man hours.

SHOP 38A Propeller and Lift Fan
Repalred or replaced four propeller carbon scal assemblies.
Conducted polyurethane and propeller edge guard repairs to 16
propeller asseniblics expending over 500 man hours.
Overhauled four propeller support shaft assemblies expending
over 300 man hours.
Accomplished 60 lift fan bearing replacements expending over
3,520 man hours.
Conducted 15 ruddcr bearing replacements expending 900 man
hours.
Reconditioned and installed five lift fan shaft assemblies
expending 360 man hours.
Performed balance procedure for 29 LCAC propeller
asscmbl~es.T h ~ requires
s
not only the balancc shop but most
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times required the Prop shop to
overhaul or patch the prop first and
perform a static balance in shop prior
to installing back on craft.
Provided valuable training to LCAC
detachment personnel on lift fan, propeller, and rudder repair procedures to
include: training to designated personnel on propeller and lift fan balancing
utilizing newly procured state-of-theart testing cquipment.
Performed balance procedure for
110 LCAC lift fan assemblies. This
time consuming effort requires three
personnel two days at 12 hours a day
for completion. Without the dedicated
efforts of the balance shop, no craft
would fly from the apron.

SHOP 566 AK&R
Overhauled 40 24K BTU AC units,
expending 4,500 man hours.
Overhauled 25 33K BTU AC units,
expending 2,500 man hours.
Tested and repaired 38 33K ESU
Snowbird ACs.
Tested and rcpaired seven 5 I K
LCAC AC Plants.
Installed 33K ESU Snowbird and
5 1 K AC Plant Test stands.
Performed countless pressurc
GSM2 Hernandez and GSMP Elliott positioning a prop for rebuild in the ACU 5 Prop Shop.
checks, pump downs, and R-22
and upgrade calibration procedures for legacy, System Upgrade
recoveries.
(SU), and Service Life Extension Program (SLEP) crafts.
Diligent efforts of the AC&R Shop led to a 40 AC RFI
availability.

96A Metrology and Calibration (METCAL)

R-3 Division
57B Electrical Repair
The Electrical Repair Shop accomplished 45 lntermcdiatc
Maintenance Activity (IMA) electrical repairs, FY08 craft
availabilities, and 19 system calibrations. The technicians also
conducted 12 APU 500 hours maintenance checks and upgradcd
nine craft. The team fabricated eight propeller cable jobs for
various LCAC making them ready for tasking in support of
Global War on Terrorism. The team spearheaded the highly
successful restoration, troubleshooting and operational test of all
400 Hertz Electrical and Electronic system on LCAC 30,
spending 1,100 hours in the process. This saved the comniand an
estimated $1.2M on contractor, materials, and labor costs. LCAC
30 was out of eonirnission for the last ten years. LCAC 30 was
thc first LCAC rcstorcd to filly opcrational capability after a
long lay off by using Maintenance Departincnt personnel,
without outsidc help from civilian contractors. They refurbished
several parts in thc process becausc of limitcd funds availablc. One
of the Electrical Repair Shop's main tasks was coordinating and
working with the NSWC-Pliilly technical representative to crcate

Meteorology and Calibration Shop coordinated and processed
standards and non-standards test equipment for Comniand
METCAL, supporting the mission readiness ofACU 5.
The METCAL shop also processed and maintaincd the
accountability and traceability of 45,802 tools, devices and test
cquipment which are sent to Seal Beach Activity for calibration.
In doing this, they calibrated over 98 torque wrenches, saving
$7K in calibration and labor cost.

966 Shipboard Instrument and System Calibration
(SISCAL)
The SISCAL team completed calibration on 19 crafts, with a total
of 2,898 calibration items. The shop also calibrated 126
hydraulic fuel and oil gauges, and 240 hydraulic fucl and oil
switches. There were 95 Engine Control Box fuel cards tested
and calibrated and the sailors completed 87 intermediate
Maintenance Activity calibration jobs. The SISCAL team lent a
helping hand and went to WESTPAC "A"' to train the
Japanese contractor. They calibrated LCAC 10 and LCAC 08
in a short period of time.
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7U 5 Maintenance contd.
09 and it is expected that the program will again receive great
praise from the inspector for the laboratory's orderliness,
cleanliness and the professional demeanor of all technicians, as it
did during last year's recertification. ACU 5's ability to repair
faulted circuit card assemblies and modules will continue after
ET2 Flippo transfers in July 09 due to Petty Officer Young,
with the ANIUSM-674 Gold Disk course completed and ET2
O'hara's 2M certification.
As for repairs, the Command has saved $26,88 1 in the
completion of 10 repair jobs, utilizing 60 man hours.

SHOP 67B Calibrations Laboratory
The Calibration Laboratory's recertification is scheduled for
June 09 with ETI Hall ancl ET2 Monta leading the program.
Under their supervision, the Electronic Calibration Laboratory
has increased the electronic test equipment readiness from 73
percent to 9 1.6 percent.

R-6 Division
GSMZ Borquez installing a prop shaft.

R-4 Division
SHOP 67A Electronic Repair
The ET shop tasked with identifying the rcadiness or
operational state of numerous RT-1360A receiver-transmitters,
received from the Supply Department, is a full time project. All
assigned technicians are continually bench testing the final
operational tests for all these receiver-transmitters. In this great
endeavor, the Electronics Repair Shop is proud to say that they
have saved the Navy $74,600 in cost by turning thcm over to the
Supply System in a "Ready For Issue" (RFI) status. Along with
testing other components of navigational and co~nmunications
systems in support of the command's mission to get the LCACs
Ready for Tasking (RFT), the ET shop has spent at least 400
work hours for 40 assigned jobs.
Electronics require special treatment and care when they arc
located in such a rugged environment and the tcsting,
troubleshooting, repair and preventative maintenance performed
during a Communications Systems Groom is a continued
struggle. System rcpairs included the troubleshooting and repair
of six Internal Voice Communication Units, six Communication
Control Units and seven various antenna and RF cable repairs.
Keeping up with the wear and tear of locally manufactured and
fabricated LCAC specific equipment is a daily evcnt. The ET
shop has manufactured 20 long cords and 30 short cords utilized
by craft crew members for faultless communications. The
fabrication of ten "Splitter Cables" for the Training Department
ensures a safe and reliable environment to qualify and re-qualify
LCAC crew members.

SHOP 67M 2M Miniature and Micro-Miniature
Repair
Petty Officer Flippo directed the command's 2M miniature and
niicro-miniature program. Recertification is scheduled for June
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Planning and Estimating is the life force to a repair facility.
Nothing will be repaired or parts ordered without their dedicated
effort put forth by planning d~vision.
Over the past year, the Planning and Estimating(P&E) division
continued to track and log over 950 Controlled Work
Packages (CWPs) and over 1,500 Formal Work Packages
(FWPs) for routine and cmcrgent work. Additionally, the P&E
division streamlined the distribution of over $7 million worth of
consunlable and repair parts for ninc LCAC during scheduled
repair availabilities, preventing production delays and any
possible impact to LCAC mission readiness.
Planning and Estimating personnel's innovative work ethic
through casualty repair parts identification and expeditious
shipping played a significant role in supporting 33 Camp
Pendleton based and sevcn forward deployed LCACs in Sasebo,
Japan to conduct sustain combat operations in support of their
Operational Commanders.
Also complcted was the organization and overhaul of the
Technical Library to include all Tech Manuals for issue to all
LCAC. The P&E O f i c e was updated with new computers and
installed a job hour tracking program to bettcr serve manning
issues.

SHOP 64A Carpenter Shop
Conducted bow thruster nozzle repairs for LCAC 44.
Completed Rudder drain modifications on four craft, saving
$10,000 in contractor costs. Overhauled I0 rudders saving
$380,000 in rcplacenient costs.
Overhauled repairs to four Stators saving over $400,000 in
replacement costs.
Onc Shroud Structural repair saving $120,000 in replacement
ancl contractor costs.
Stator Centcr Body panel repair for LCAC 44, saving over
$30,000 in contractor costs.
Stator modifications on LCAC 62, LCAC 44, and LCAC 88
saving over $280,000 in repair costs.
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Manufactured over 40 Shipping crates saving over $40,000 in
shipping costs.
Manufactured over 50 Command Plaques saving over $10,000
in contractor costs.
Repaired over 10 Shaft ~ o \ ~ eand
r s V-belt covers saving over
$20,000 in replacement costs.

Conducted 65 on site surveys to ensure work was being
accomplished in accordance with the Joint Fleet Maintenance

SHOP 71B Corrosion Control
Completed 39 Corrosion Control inspections; expending 1,220
man hours. Training conducted to all operations department craft
crew.
Qualified five CCI inspectors.

SHOP 93A Non-Destructive Testing
Performed 380 Visual and Dye Penetrate tests for 38 Controlled
Work Packages ensuring production is mct with thc highest
standard.
Maintained weld records for 50 qualified welders, cnsuring
weld processes were documented to establish the qualification
level of each welder.
Qualified 20 new Navy and four civilian welders to perform
LCAC weld repairs.

SHOP 93B Quality Assurance Office
Reviewed 38 Controlled Work Packages for thoroughness prior
to opening, ensuring proper documentation and testing was
complete for all final repairs.
Conducted training for qualifications of 45 Craftsman, three
QAI and t\vo QAS.
Administered annual training for all command QA Craftsman,
QAIs and QASs. ensuring thcy maintained proficiency.
-

Congratulations to the following maintence departmellr
personnel for their accomplishments this year:

-

-

-

-

We say "Fair Winds and Following Seas" to the :o~~owlng
personnel:
LCDR Washington, CW03 Payne, CW03 Richie,
HTCS Grimmer, HTC Hunt, GSEC Amendondo,
ETC Ellingson, ITC Walters, GSEC Wilkinson,
GSEC Pamilagas, HT1 Best, ETI khederian, GSM Salinas,
HT1 Ricberson, HTI Petrich, GSM2 Mercado, GSEl Ohtola,
HT2 Lister, MM2 young, IC1 Smith, GSM3 Griffin,
GSM2 Tabagan HT2 Cutts, GSE2 Dunlap, GSEl Monis,
GSM3 Allison, MM3 GaHegos, MM3 Weary.

Maint Dept 2008 1st Quarter:
GSE3 Eriksen Junior Sailor of the Quarter (Shore)
Maint Dept 2008 3rd Quarter:

1T 1 Jefferson Senior Sailor of the Quarter and
Sailor o f the Year (Shore)
HTZ Eicher Sailor of the Quarter and
ACU 5 Shore Sailor of the Year (Shore)

MM3 Dorningo Junior Sailor of the Quarter (Shore)
Maint Dept 2008 4th Quarter:
IC3 Frey Junior Sailor of the Quarter (Shore)
AMAN Brown Blue Jacket Sailor of the Quarter (Shore)
Maint Dept 2009 1 st Quarter:
GSMl Chen Senior Sailor of the Quarter (Shore)

HTFA Zuniga fabricates parts for an LCAC.

We "Hail" the following personnel,
LCDR Miranda, LT Byrne, CW04 Pittman, HTC Rape, ETC
Benjamin, GSEC Willams ,HT1 Dixon, AM1 McCollough,
HTl Elliott, GSMl Ogas, GSM I Escobedo, GSEl Peebles,
AM 1 Lopez, GSE2 Sturre, HT2 Holster, HTFR Baum, KT2
Boyle,HT2 Wessell~nan,GSM2 Marshall, GSM2 Cayabyab,
AM2 Buenavista, GSM3 McCord, HTFA Curtright, HTFN
Doughty, and HTFA Zuniga,

And to all of the Maintenance Department "Job Well Done"!

- -

-
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qmB ACU 4 Deployments

ACU 4 Detachments go "Above and
Beyond" During Deployments
"ABOVE AND BEYOND."
I t is more than just ACU 4's motto; it is thc extent to which the
men and women of the Operations Department will go to ensurc
readiness to mect assigned tasking in support of cvery mission.

lengths, corrosion inspections, and the always present challenge
of allocating limited resources. In the face of all the obstacles,
we have managed to meet the challcnges and fillfill every task
assigned because of the dedication and hard-work of our sailors,
whilc protccting our assets through strict adherence to opcrating
instructions and command guidance.

It's been almost seven years since I was last stationed hcrc as a
detachment OlC, so it's great to be back as the Operations Officer
and see so many familiar faces and even new faces. Therc is one
thing that definitely hasn't changed: the need to have
mission-rcady craft for tasking. The standard dcploymcnt
requirements remain in place, but new uses for the craft are
always evolving. It has been an interesting year to say the least.

It is because of these sailors that we have successfully
accomplished a variety of missions different from traditional
amphibious warfare. 1 will be discussing some of the innovative
operations (providing fueI for a Forward Arming and Refueling
Point (FARP) and preparing to perform contingency operations in
Washington, D.C.) in the following pages.

The challenges that the Operations Department have overcome
are many: file1 pumps, main cnginc inspections, shaft bolt

The ACU 4 Operations Department stands ready to go "ABOVE
AND BEYOND".
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Detachment Charlie
On the 27th of A u g ~ ~2008
s t Detachment Charlic, lead by OIC's
C W 0 3 Thomas and C W 0 3 Figueiredo, cmbarked on a highly
successful deployment. The journcy started with the onload of the
26th MEU at CAMP Lejune, N.C. onboard the USS IWO JIMA,
USS SAN ANTONIO, and the USS CARTER HALL. This
deployment was somewhat unique bccause it was the very first
deployment of thc LPD-17 class amphibious ships, and hopes
were riding high on its maiden voyage bcing a prosperous one.
LCACs 55,86, and 87 embarked aboard USS IWO JIMA with
DET LCPO GMCS Rost; LCACs 84 and 85 embarked aboard
USS SAN ANTONIO with DET ALCPO GSMC' Hoover.

covering thc region. This caused considerable transit time for not
only our crafts, but also the helicopter assets of the 26th MEU.
This distance created a need for providing a refueling depot, and
LCACs came through, providing the first ever FARP Forward
Arming and Refueling Point (FARP). Using a standard NATO
fueling nozzle, the crafts provided fuel on the beach to the MEU's
fuel trucks. The trucks then transited to the airfield, filled empty
bladders, and provided the necessary fuel to the aircraft. The
exercise was completed with a beach assault by LCAC 87 and a
full landing of Marines by way of helicopter.

Septembcr 2008 found the Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG)
crossing the Atlantic and the Mcditcrrancan Sea. The USS IWO
JIMA made a port visit to Haifa, Israel which was a nice break
for the entire crew. The USS SAN ANTONIO made port visits to
Naples, Italy and Marmaris, Turkcy. The port visits and transit
time allowed the crews time to relax before conducting thc Sucz
Canal transit and entering 5th Fleet. Before entering the Suez
Canal, the USS IWO JIMA hosted the U.S. Ambassador to Spain
where GMCS Rost and OS I Senibrat provided tours and
infor~nation.

DET Charlie then conducted Exercise IRON MAGIC with the
UAE, and after that Exercise EAGER MACE with Kuwait.
During Exercise EAGER MACE, the USS SAN ANTONIO was
tasked with departing the Gulf to conduct anti-piracy operations
off of Somalia. LCACs 84 and 85 conducted flights patrolling
thc area and interrogating small boats to ensure they were not
involved with piracy operations. Though not the first use of
LCAcs for anti-piracy operations, it was the first mission set forth
by the newly formed CTF 15 1. At the same time, LCACs 55 and
87 conducted a NEO exercise at the Chevron facility in Kuwait.
They practiced transporting civilian personnel and animals to the
USS CARTER HALL.

After chopping into 5th Fleet, the first deployment exercise was
Exercise RED REEF which was a joint exercise between Saudi
Arabia and the NavyIMarinc Corps team. It proved to be a
challenging affair due to the shallow water and multiple channels

Overall, all five craft flew in exccss of 958 day and 162 night
hours. They completed 802 welldecks and 8 10 beach crossings;
moving 10,108 tons of vehicles/cargo and 6,538 personnel. The
detachment was very successful in getting its personnel qualified

-

Sailors from ACU 4 and Marines work a t the first ever FARP during the Red Reef Exercise.
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ACU 4 Deployments contd.

ACU 4 Detachments work on an LCAC. ACU 4 sailors participated in a variety of deployments this year.

in watch and warfare areas. The detachment had four sailors who
qualified as Engineering Officer-of-thewatch, 17 as Enlisted
Surface CVarhre Specialists, 12 as Enlisted Aviation Warfare
Specialists, and one CIC Watch Officer. As always: the personnel
of ACU 4 wcre more than ready for any task or challenge placcd
in front of them!

Detachment Alpha
C W 0 2 Lucario and QMCS Silvey led Detachment Alpha
through a very successful work-up cycle and have departed for
deploynlent embarked onboard USS BATAAN (LHD-5). DET A
consists of Hoppers 7 1, 78. and 88 and 30 ACU 4 sailors. The
BATTAN ESG is deploying with USS FORT MCHENRY
(LSD-43), USS PONCE (LPD-I 5), and the 22nd MEU.
In November 2008, the ARG conducted an ESG Integration
exercise at Onslow Bay, N.C. with BATAAN and upon
completion, traveled to participate in Memorial Day Celebrations
in New York City. During the ESG Integration, DET A
completed over I00 hours of operations, over 90 total day and
night welldeck hits, haulcd in excess of five million pounds of
cargo and transferred over 1,300 passengcrs.
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In January, February and part of March 2009, the ARG conducted
COMPTUEX and CERTEX in the Onslow Bay area. During
these cxerciscs, thcy continued their arduous operating schedule
and exceeded 100 hours of operations, including welldecks, cargo
and passengcrs transferred during the ESGINT exercise.
DET A was augmented with BMCS Searcy and crew of LCAC
70. They received numerous accolades for their work with the
French Ship BPC TONNERRE (L9014) during COIMPTUEX.
The TONNERRE's integration with ARG was highly successfi~l
and rcceived a large amount of press coverage.
Bos'n Lucario, QMCS Silvey, GSEC Smith, GSCS Davis,
HTC Ulmer, and the entire Detachment Alpha performed
flawlessly over the last year preparing for deployn~entand look
forward to being at the Tip of the Spear with BATTAN ESG for
the next several months.

Detachment Bravo
Detachment Bravo from Assault Craft Unit FOUR conducted
operations in April-May 2009 in support of UNITAS Gold 2009.
This amphibious assault operation included the 24th MEU and
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ships USS ASHLAND and USS MESA VERDE. Foreign
militaries were represented from Columbia, Mexico, Peru and
Canada.
The operation commenced with an over-the-horizon beach
assault, LCACs 26 and 67 delivering the initial beach sccurity
team with a simultaneous beach hit of 12 AAVs. LCACs 89 and
37, using the personnel transport module, continued the operation
with the delivery of over 700 Marine Corps personnel throughout
the operation. Forces from the 24th MEU, Columbia, Mexico,
Peru, and Canada fortified the beach and advanced inland to conduct joint cxcrcises. The operation was a complete success and
demonstrated the capabilities of joint anlphibious forces.
USS ASHLAND embarked LCAC 89 and LCAC 37. Crew
members for LCAC 89 were OSCS Reasoner, GSEl Fana,
ETC Ainsworth, BM2 Bartek and GSM3 Sulton. Crew members
for LCAC 37 were GSEC Rendell, GSM l Paden, ETI Taylor,
BM2 Mclendon-Lane and GSMFN Lopez.
USS MESA VERDE embarked LCAC 26 and LCAC 67. Crew
members for LCAC 26 were MNCS Hoell, GSM2 June,
ET2 Phillips, BM2 Sankoh and HT2 ~ . o l l ~ eCrew
r . members
for LCAC 67 were GSEC Bolanowski, GSE2 Beal,
0 S 2 Williams, GSM3 Fernandez and BMSN Therrein.

Detachment Mike
On any given day at ACU 4 sailors can be seen doing any one of
the countless daunting tasks keeping LCACs on cushion, but
there is one group of sailors whose dedication goes a step
beyond. These are the sailors of Detachment Mike. DET Mike
is a new concept made up of 77 sailors who support ACU 4's
readiness by maintaining the command's 27 non deploying craft
on a daily basis. On an average day DET Mike sailors must stay
as fluid as possible because they can start out travel-lifting a
craft, or troubleshooting issues, only to have to drop everything
and move on to a eompletely different craft needing repairs for a
night time training mission.
While DET Mike maintains their LCACs in the support of
countless local missions including FMT, AQT, and workups,
crews still need to maintain their own quarterly proficiency hours
and they have been keeping them up in style A "' ' * '-.--

invited to cross deck on the French BPC Tonnerre. While there,
sailors were able to work with their counterparts from the French
Navy and enjoy life in a different culture for two weeks. The
Unit also participated in an operation onboard the USS OAK
HILL to Charleston South Carolina in February 2009.
More recently, DET Mike supported the 2009 Marine Day Air
Show at Quantico Marine Base, sending LCAC 46 and 50 to
participate. While there, the crew and craft presented an
impressive demonstration in front of over 300 members of
congress. A second demonstration was later executed at Stump
Neck Navy Base for Presidential Security. DET Mike
continually proves to be a flexible unit that provides support to
the entire command!

FIELD SLEP
ACU 4's Field SLEP Office consists of 15 personnel which is
divided into seven craft crew members and eight maintenance
personnel that includes HTs, GSMs, and GSEs. Their mission is
to take each LCAC through the Service Life Extension Program
(SLEP). After a LCAC is outfitted with the SLEP upgrade, the
Field SLEP Office takes the LCAC through INSURV.
Field SLEP personnel diligently worked as a team with
contractors for 27 consecutive days in order to correct over
500 discrepancies on LCAC 68. ACU 4 saved the Program
Office and the milita~yseveral million dollars with their hard
work and dedication to support LCAC 68's INSURV.
Field SLEP had to conduct numerous checks on electronics and
the main engines prior to INSURV. After the entire battery of
tests were found to be satisfactory, a Field SLEP crew brought
LCAC 68 on cushion and over water for sea and harbor trials.
This was the first time that LCAC 68 had flown in over a year!
Field SLEP took minimal hits and had minimal problems during
sea and harbor trials.
Once INSURV started, it was a week long inspection on
cverything from the navigation equipment checklist to the craft's
performance in casualty mode. The INSURV inspection included
taking LCAC 68 over water. LCAC 68 only took 54 minor hits
during INSURV which set a new standard for superb
:+v a s a job exceptionally well do--
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It has been a year of interesting events, "high visibility" public
appearances, and firsts for the LCAC at ACU 5. Public intcrest
in all things military has provided a vehicle for the ACU 5 team
to tell the LCAC story to many audiences. In the last year we
have participated in recruiting events at the local Navy exchange
by driving our "Baby LCAC," a trailerable scale model, 50 miles
south to the Navy Exchange and handing out flyers to Sailors as
they filtered through the exchange complex and McDonalds for
lunch. Curious onlookers were introduced to the LCAC program
and all it has to offer. Rides on an LCAC were arranged later that
week where the craft flew the 60 miles to the Silver Strand beach.
Rides were given to interested Sailors on their choice of two different SLEP craft. When the Sailors walked off the craft after
flying around off the coast of San Diego for 30 minutes they were
ready sign on the spot to join the program. It just so happened
that the LCAC Detailer, BMCS John Hardgrave was on location
to get names and phone numbers of these future LCAC'rs.
A unique advantage enjoyed by ACU 5 is its close proximity to
the entertainment capital of the world, Los Angeles. In the fall of
2008 LCAC 17 and 75 were filmed for the Transformers 11 movie
that came out in June. Additionally scveral morning news
stations have been onboard the Unit to conduct thcir human
interest stories and the LCAC havc been proudly displayed,
although they are occassionally rcferrecl to as thc Marine Corp's
LCAC. Why do you think we put that big U.S. Navy logo on the
side of each craft?

Detachment Delta
On a more traditional note, our detachments have also had a very
busy year. Since the last installment of On C~rshionwe havc
taken custody of LCAC 40, the last Textron conversion SLEP
contract craft which was delivered aboard the second LPD- I7
class ship to enter service on the West Coast, the USS Grecn Bay.
Three craft from Detachment Delta returned in November after a
six month Western Pacific deployment embarked aboard the USS
Peleliu and USS Per1 Harbor. Operating in Kuwait, they
offloaded shipboard equipment and Marines. Operations during
deployment also included operating in Jordan in support of
Operation INFINITE MOONLIGHT.

Detachment Echo
Det Echo deployed aboard the BOXESG with LCACs 9,29,43,
45 ,47 as another ACU 5 first, deploying an all SLEP
detachment aboard the USS Boxer and the first LPD- I7
deployment on the West Coast aboard the USS New Orleans.
Operations during this deployment encompassed support and
training in Kuwait as well as Jordan, but an added challenge
occurred which involved a collision between the USS New
Orleans and a U.S. Submarine while transiting the Straits of
44 --

Hormuz. This resulted in unexpected down time in the Fifth
Fleet AOR while the USS New Orleans was dry docked for two
months of major repair work. It was during this time that another LCAC first developed when all LCAC Engines were required to bc borescoped for internal cracking. The crew
managed to shop thc water front for a tool which would allow
the maintenance team of Det Echo to perform internal inspection
for the failing components. Fortunately, it was determined that
none of the detachment's engines were damaged and all were
cleared to continue unlimited operations.
USS BOXER assumed the duties as the flagship for Combined
Task Force 15 1. DET ECHO personnel played an important
role in the support of Anti Piracy Operations which led to the
rescue of our fellow American, Captain Richard Phillips.
Several Det personneI achieved qualifications as Enlisted
Surface Warfare Specialist and Enlisted Aviation Warfare
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Engines, GBX's, Props and with the skirt lifting fixture,
conducting bag repairs are much easier," he continued.

Specialist onboard USS BOXER.
The second ship of the SAN ANTONIO LPD- 17 class, the USS
NEW ORLEANS is designed for LCACs. "Life is pretty good
over here" the Detachment LCPO, ENCS (SWIAW) Kurt Steiner
said. "We couldn't ask for anything that isn't already provided
for us here. Hotel services are fantastic. The ship can provide
enough shore power to power the entirc craft including the 5 1 K
and 33 K A/C units and cycle the ramps all at the same time.
With three reverse osmosis units onboard wash down water is
never an issue. We're able to conduct weekly corrosion control
wash downs due to this feature. Distilled water is rcady available
on the wing walls. The Ship fitter, Electrical, and Machine shops
are all located on the wing walls as well. The ship also has an installed oily waste drainage system that allows the craft to pump
out and dispose of the oily waste in the oily waste stripping tank
instead of pumping it into 55 gal drums for disposal. The
operable bridge crane provides us the ability to change out

--

-

--
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Detachment Foxtrot
Det Foxtrot spent the first half of the year completing their basic
training phase, conducting their pre-deployment maintenance
availability. Once these tasks were completed the crews and
maintenance personnel for LCACs 64, 32 and 40 immediately set
upon the completion of the intermediate and advanced phases of
training with the Bon Homme Richard Expeditionary Strike
Group.

Detachments Bravo and Charlie
Detachments Bravo and Charlie have been hard at work
supporting training operations with EWGPAC as well as
AQT at the unit, in addition to all the weekly SERVAL request
from the Naval Beach Group and the Marines at Camp
Pendleton.

the LCAC bulletin
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Volunteer Efforts at Elementary School Foster Sense of Community
During the past year, more than 25 Supply Department personnel
have worked together with other ACU 4 personnel, and
volunteered several hundred off-duty hours to various Hampton
Roads based charities and our Partners in Education Program
school Lynnhaven Elementary. These efforts have fostered an
atmosphere of unity with the community and brought a higher
level of camaraderie within the command.

?
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SKI Annette Thorpe and SK3 Stephen Mamman just returned
from a seven month deployment aboard the USS IWO JIMA and
USS SAN ANTONIO. They flawlessly managed two
deployment pack-ups containing 300 assets with a net worth of
$5 million, while ensuring I00 percent inventory accountability.
The deployment was very successful for both of them personally
since they each earned their Surface Warfare Pins and SKSN
Mamman was promoted to SK3.

-

GSEI Lesniak in the Supply Dept. at ACU 4.

The ACU 4 Supply Department continues to be committed to
providing quality customer support while maintaining
100 percent accountability on all material and financial assets.
Supply Department personnel take pride in their role as part of
the ACU 4 team and are always looking for ways to improve the
level of support they provide in assisting the command achieve
mission goals.
ACU 4's Supply Department has been \ m y active this year in
several key inspections and deployments. Our efforts have been
successf~~l
due to the involvement of many enthusiastic and
dedicated personnel. Supply Department would like to thank our
Supply Support Managers at NAVICP DLA Cindy Cline and
Colleen Rice. They continue to provide outstanding support and
our success can be directly attributed to their efforts. Thank you
also goes out to NAB Little Creek Transportation and Shipping
Department, specifically, Pam Wade and Bill Callahan, who
provide nothing but the most professional service and have been
instrumental in the expeditious processing of all shipments to all
ACU 4 forward deployed units.

SKl(AW) Cheryl Kurianowicz was selected as the Second Fleet
Shore Sailor of the Year and competed as a finalist at the Direct
Report Fleet Forces Shore Sailor of the Year Board.
SKSN Binh Lc was selected as Sea Side Blue Jacket of the
Quarter(Shot-e) for the Third quarter 2008 and First Quarter 2009,
while SK2 Jermaine Nixon was selected for Junior Sailor of the
Quarter(Sea) First Quarter 2009. SKC (SW) Debra J. Walker is
ACU 4's nomination for the 2008 Captain Handcock Leadership
Award.
The Supply Department would like to welcome aboard
SKCM(SW/AW) Marvin Ebron who recently reported to
ACU 4 as the Assistant Supply Officer.

The Supply Department would also like to express their
appreciation to Material Superior Service (GMS)
Representatives Jeff Johnson and Garry Gorken, and Naval Base
Norfolk FISC Supply Representative Joe Dedonis for their
incredible service and support to ACU 4 over the past year.
Their vast knowledge of hazardous materials and professional
customer service has been invaluable. They have provided
exceptional support that has been instrumental in ACU 4
HAZMAT Division's ability to meet all HAZMAT material and
managerncnt requirements.
46
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ACU 5 Supply Dept. is Ready for Sea!
ACU 5's Supply Department lives by thc Supply Corps' motto
"Ready for Sea." Thc Supply Officer, LT Brent Falla, ASUPPO
CW04 Jack Fernando and Departmental LCPO C'SCS (SWIAW)
Alex Almazan provided direct leadership and guidance to 60
multi-rated Sailors and five civilian personnel resulting in an overall
"Outstanding" score during the 2008 COMNAVSURFOR Supply
Management Certification. Supply Department is dedicated to
improving Logistic readiness in support of LCACs RFT.

General Stores
Led by SKC(SW) Vivian Graham, the Gencral Stores Division
earned an overall grade of "OUTSTANDING during the 2008
COMNAVSURFOR Supply Management Certification. Bravo
Zulu to SKI Gray for achieving exceptional scores as Functional
Area Supervisor (FAS) and on MOV (stock and DTO) program
and to SKI Obrique for outstanding performance as Financial
SK. Documentation was well organized. processing of daily and
monthly reports and listings were accurate, and required monthly
reports were submitted promptly. Dutch Luitwelier, our Senior
Supply Analyst, continues to provide guidance, training and
oversight to our S I personnel. The warehouse personnel were
praised by the inspectors for 100% inventory validity (POS),
99.60% (Non-POS) and 100% (DLR). General Stores division
works hard to ensure we have thc parts required to keep our
LCACs RFT

FueldHazmat Division
Hazmat Division continucs to provide seamlcss coordination of
environmental and natural rcsource management to the
command. Mr. Ray Malskis and the hazmat crew providcd
procedural and technical advice to the maintenance and daily
facilities activities onboard. The division manages over 300 linc
ltcms of hazardous material (HM). They ensured its availability
for rnaintenancc and that unused HM was properly disposed.
The Hazmat division scorcd 100% during the Supply
Managcmcnt Certification. Bravo Zulu to ET2 Rusmussen and
BM3 Douglas for flawless managcmcnt of 17 hazardous and
flamc material lockers.
On a weekly basis. fuel farm providcd 30K gallons of JP5 to our
14 LCACs. Thc facility has the capacity to store over 133k
gallons of JP5,250 gallons of Mogas and 2,100 gallons of diesel.

Food Service
Constantly providing nutritious meals, thc "On Cushion Cove
Galley" scored 100 pcrcent from NAVSUP's 2009 review of
35-day cycle mcnu. Always striving for improvement, the gallcy
installed a new icc cl-cam machinc, expandcd the salad bar and
upgraded thc mcssdccks with a new plasma wick screen mcnu
board and four television sets. The Culinary Specialists also
enjoy new cooking equipment such as four steam jacketed kettles
and two vegetable steamers. Thcy came in third out of nine

competitive teams within CNRSW region during CNIC's Iron
ChcfCompetition. They werc second out of 12 teams in
ICulinary Contest during the recent COMNAVSURFPAC's
Surface Line Week competition. Always mission capable, the
food servicc team scored 98 percent from Commander Naval
Surface Force's Supply Management Certification. Yet, the work
nevcr stops. The Leading Culinary Specialists, CSCS (SWIAW)
Almazan, and food service LPO, CSl (SWIAW) Perry are now
preparing their team for another inspection: the 2009 Five Star
Assessment by CNIC's Commander Navy Region Southwest.
Mcanwhile, the food service team continues to provide
outstanding services to over 600 crcw and guests ofACU 5.

Bachelor Enlisted Quarters
"Home Away from Home" is the ambience our BEQ staff is
striving for our 200 room BEQ. Our goal is to improve the
morale and living conditions of our permanent party residents
and geographical bachelors. BEQ Manager CSCS Almazan,
BEQ LPO CS I (SWIAW) Williams and BEQ staffs continue to
provide outstanding customer service. They completed
numerous self-help projects to include upgraded theater, Internet
Cafe, Billiard Room and kitchenette. Built in 1986 and 1993, the
BEQs received continuous upkeep, thus maintaining mission
readiness, LCAC support and Zumwalt-ready quarters.
Bravo Zulu to the following Supply personnel:
I . SKI (SW) Obrique as ACU-5 SOQ, 2Q CY08
2. ABF I (AWISW) Belton as ACU-5 SOQ, 3Q CY08
3. SK2(AW) Santiago as ACU-5 Junior SOQ, 3Q CY08
4. CS2(SW) Rice as ACU-5 SOQ, 44 CY08
5. CS3 Harris as ACU-5 Blue Jacket SOY CY08

Hails and Farewells
ACU 5 welcomed the following Sailors to Supply Department:
AS I (AWISW) Fernando Dclgado, CS I (SWIAW) Eduardo Perry,
BM2 (SWIAW) Rose Barbour, CS2(SW) Porscha Lockley,
CS3 Aaron Shaw, CS3 Jason Renteria,
BM3 (SWIAW) Karina Robles, CS3 Clara Carachurc,
CSSN Britney Burgess, CSSN Bianca Ncgron and
CSSN Scherrie Newton.
Supply Departmcnt appreciates the following team membcrs who
completed their tour onboard with flying colors: CSI Jack,
CS2 Henderson, CS2 Briones, CS2 Guevarra, CS3 Williams,
CS2 Dobbs, CS3 Harris, CS2 Hinds, CS2 Goyeau, CS3 Little,
and CS2 Rice.
Wc also apprcciate the service of thc following Supply personnel
who were tasked with IA duties in support of thc GWOT:
SKCS Paul Huffine (IRAQ), ABF2 Ramiro Mirandacruz
(AFGANISTAN), CS2 Troy Prescod (IRAQ), CS3 Williams
(IRAQ) and SK2 (SW) Castro (QATAR).
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"Safety Begins Here" for ACU 4 Sailors
QA Department Receives Steady and Effective Marks
The "Safety Begins Here" policy is ingrained in every sailor daily
at ACU 4. Safety is an all hands evolution. This philosophy is
acco~nplishedthrough strict adherence by all personnel to the
Navy Occupational Safety and Health Standards which are
consistent with current instructions, codes and standards. The
primary objectives of ACU 4's "Safety Begins Here" are to use
Operational Risk management (ORM) to cnhance operational
rcadiness and improve efficicncy by preventing accidental death,
injuries, and illnesses to personnel, and damagc to properties.
Thc three assigned members of the ACU 4 Safcty Department are
the keys to the entire program. LT Sean Hudson, ACU4's Safety
Officer, along with GSEl Jay Owen and GSM3 Latasha Roberts
arc responsible for the implementation of the command safety
policy, training sailors. and ensuring all personnel comply with
all related safety instructions.
Recently ACU 4, along with other neighboring commands in
Hampton Roads, participated in the 1st Annual NAS Oceana
Motorcycle Safety Rodeo to kick off the motorcycle riding
season. With approximatcly 50 motorcycle riders at the
command, and increasing each year, ACU 4 held a mandatory
motorcycle safety stand down prior to the event in cfforts to
refresh the riders on proper motorcycle operations and general
safety. This instruction was supervised by GSEC Jason Delp, a
rider coach at the NAB Little Creek motorcycle safety course and
a member of thc ACU 4 team. Topics covcrcd included thc
T-CLOCKS motorcycle inspection checklist that each rider
should perform prior to riding, proper PPE, group riding
techniques, and the rcquiremcnts to be a motorcycle operator.

on LCACs meets and supports technical specifications for all
production work within thc command. Other responsibilities
include providing in-house and LCAC community training for
QA requirements, managing the command's audit and
surveillance program. and monitoring Non-Destructive Testing
(NDT) between both Sea and Shore-Side maintenance activities.
In March 2009 the QA Department successfully completed a
COMNAVSURFLANT Fleet Maintenance Activity Assessment,
receiving steady and effective marks. In April 2009
COMNAVBEACHGRU TWO conducted an annual Quality
Assurance Audit, noting a high state of readiness in the QA
Department and command.
The QA Department is compromised of CWO3 McDougal
(QAO), GSMC Baldridge (AQAO), HTC Collins (NDT),
GSM 1 Richards (QAS), HT1 Minor (QAS), HT2 Bineicki
(QAS), HTI Porter (NDI) and HT2 Bentz (NDI). The three
assigned Quality Assurance's Supervisors (QAS) expended 280
man-hours in reviewing, tracking, auditing and recording 297
CWP for accuracy.
The Non-Destructive Testing Inspectors expertly completed 39
liquid Penetrant Test (PT) inspections on 44 Control Work
Packages (CWP) and 289 visual inspections on 37 Formal Work
Packages (FWP). NDT personnel expended 2 16 man-hours in
preparation of thc aluminum weld school. inspecting more than
I I0 fit-ups, tacks, visuals and bend tests and fully certifying 16
student welders in accordance with the S9086-AQ-GIB-0101248
Welding Inspection Instruction Manual.

Durmg the day of thc Rodeo, several mcmbcrs from ACU 4
formed a group ridc from the ACU 4 compound to NAS Oceana.
Prior to departure a safety br~cfmas conducted, rid~nggroups of
five members were formcd and motorcycle inspections
completed.

Our in-house QA School has qualified an additional 19 Quality
Assurance Supervisors, 113 Quality Assurance Inspectors and
77 Work Center Supervisors in order to ensure quality assurance.
Weekly training and on-the-job supervision greatly increased the
knowledge and awareness of the QA Program.

In the recent FMA inspection, the Safcty program at ACU 4 was
found to bc "effective and improving." Also, during thc
Industrial Hygiene inspection, the inspector noted that ACU 4
had one of the best NAVOSH progranls she as evcr seen. This
kind of recognition accurately says that "Safety Begins Here."
At ACU4 we takc safety seriously and do not permit our sailors
to put safcty second.

QA provides further support as part of the Division-In-the-Spotlight (DITS) team by conducting audits on sea and shore side
divisional training records. All maintenance personnel are
required to complete 3M 30 I -PQS and QA Craftsman 30 1 -PQS.
All craft enginecrs are hlly qualified as QAI in accordance with
ACU 4's command instruction 4790.35(series) and the Joint Fleet
Maintenance Manual (JFMM) instruction.

Quality Assurance

We would like to thank the following people who have
transferred for their service at the ACU 4 QA Division since the
last On Cushion article: HTI Bronner, transferred to the Fleet
Reserves; GSE l Vejar transferred to USS Porter.

ACU 4's Quality Assurancc (QA) Dcpartment continues to
enhancc the cffectivencss of LCAC operations. Our primary
responsibility is to provide procedures and guidance to cnsure,
with a reasonable levcl of confidence, that thc work performed
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Safety Dspartment "Steps Up" at ACU 5
-

Ire being conducted and
ACU 5 recently
-. that safety discrepancies
created an Independent
are sent out each afterSafety Department
noon. Each safety dis,
whose mission is to
crepancy is assigned a
refocus the crews'
attention on being safe.
Assessment Code.
Recent spikes in
Work centers must
mishaps prompted the
correct
command to act
evere discrepancies
quickly. The first step
mmediately.
in this process was
creating a mission
Another way the Safety
statement, one founded
upon four pillars of
Department keeps
safety: Supervisors
safety on the minds of
Supervise, Technical
the crew is by holding
Precision, Experience
monthly "safety
Level, and Personal
timeouts." Our safetv
Protective Equipment The ACU 5 Safety Department "Steps Up" on an LCAC on the ACU 5 t m ~ t a c . timeouts consist of
gathering the crew and going over recent safety mishaps at the
(PPE).
command with
interactive discussions in an open forum.
Supervisors Supervise: All work shall be monitored to ensure a
safe working environment. Supervisors will teach and assist
There is also an incentive for zero mishaps. If a division can go
junior sailors. Supervisors must strike the right balance between
overbearing micromanagement and complcte disengagement with 45 days without a safety mishap then that division gets a Friday
off. But the incentives do not stop there. If the command can
ongoing work. Proper management and leadership require
achieve I00 percent readiness, which includes 26 LC.'AC:s ready
engagement and understanding of the ongoing work, as well as
for tasking, 26 consecutive days without a safety mishap, and 26
providing the right direction and follow-up.
days without an alcohol related incident, consecutively and
simultaneously, then the crew will be put into a 2 1 day stand
Technical Precision is the understanding that operations and
down.
maintenance must be conducted in accordance with official
written procedures. Any deviation must be approved by the
There has also been some rule changes in LCAC country. For
Commanding Offker.
one, safety glasses and hearing protection are required to be on
the sailors' person at all times. Covers are no longer authorized
Experience Level will be a two way street. Sailors must know
to be worn aft of the main building. The removal of covers
their own experience level and never do work on a craft or in a
allows sailors to stay focused on the particular task they arc
shop alone for the first time. Supervisors must know or find out
if their people have done something, or not, and ensure they have completing.
the right experience level for thc task they are being assigned.
Travel Lift moves must now have a marked route that signifies
stay clear boundaries. Safety observers, who walk along the
Also, all sailors must wear PPE. Safety glasses and hearing
Travel Lift and hit the emergency stop button, if
protection arc carried by all personncl.
necessary, have been increased from two to four.
The second step was to inform all who reside in LCAC Country
Overall, ACU 5 has seen the number of safety mishaps decline
of the Four Pillars. In order to do so, the safety department
painted the Four Pillars of Safety on the deck bctwecn each of thc from 65 mishaps during FY08 to 55 safety mishaps for FY09.
hangars. The Safety Department also painted their slogan (STEP
To ensure the continuing of this trend, the Safety Department is
UP FOR SAFETY) between each of the eight hangars. Apron
also in the process of compiling a safety video to be shown to
boundaries have been marked in red so that sailors know the
newly obtained sailors during INDOC:. Posters promoting safe
environment has just become extremely hazardous.
working conditions are displayed throughout LCAC Countly.
The third step was to ensure that daily inspections of all spaces

--
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ACU 4 Training -

New Innovations in Training at ACU 4
ACU 4's Training Department
continues to lead thc way in
improving LCAC crcw readiness,
manning, and training. Lcd by
Master Chief Green and his
multi-talentcd tcam of instructors,
thc Department continucs to
incorporate improved idcas and
solutions into thc different LCAC
curriculum. Thesc efforts have
trcniendously improved the
quality, ability, and cost
effcctivcness of training to
prospective sailors entcring the
LCAC training pipeline. The
ACU 4 Training Department
continucs to work closely with
ACU 5, EWTGLANT, EWTGPAC, NSWC-PC, and PMS377J tc
develop training that is uniform,
precise and incorporates
technological advances.
Students at ACU 4 participate in LCAC Familiarization Training.

The major objcctivcs for thc
Training Departments in 2008 were communication and
teamwork. Although separated by thousands of milcs, ACU 4
and ACU 5 havc workcd closely through Training Working
Group conferenccs to refocus efforts on uniformity, curriculu~n,
training, and students. Based on thc ILSMT Training Working
Group Confcrence in Dccember 2008, the community has
worked to bctter the FMT and AQT courses of instruction.

In an effort to conserve funds and provide bctter training for crew
members, ACU 4 and EWTGPAC arranged to have thc Prop and
Lift and Craft Control curriculums taught in-housc. ACU 4
certified one Prop and Lift Instructor and two Craft Control
instructors. The first class of Prop and Lift began in March 2009
with Craft Control to follow. Moving thc classes in-housc has
been successfi~lin providing the studcnts the knowledge they
need to maintain thc craft, while kecping thcm based at thc unit.
Since June 2007, ACU 4's Training Department has maintained
the dutics as SEAOPS Model Managcr. Thesc responsibilities
include maintaining the accuracy of SEAOPS, updating thc
manuals, and disseminating corrections throughout the flect and
to those involved with LCAC operations. The Training
Department extensively prepared for its SEAOPS Confcrcnces
held at Camp Pendleton, CA and Fort Story, VA. This was a
daunting task that included a massive cffort from 27 Training
Instructors. Collcctively, over 100 SEAOPS FBRs were compiled for thc two confercnccs. Collecting FBRs is instrurncntal
in identifying SEAOPS dcficicncics, and cnsuring that only the
50
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most accurate, up to date guidance and information is available.
As of now, the SEAOPS Model Manager functions have
transferred to ACU 5.
ACU 4 continues to find innovative ways to give students and
crew members the most up to date tools and information
pertaining to LCACs. ACU 4 has pursued and is in thc process
of obtaining the newcst Computer Based Training System.
As the LCAC fleet continues to upgrade from Legacy to SLEP
craft, new courscs and innovativc computer curriculum continues
to be thc way of the future. The command has already had a site
survey conducted to install 16 computer stations. These stations
\\,ill probidc a higher quality of training and a better learning tool
for thc studcnts. This new system will be available for all
maintaincrs and operators to ensure thcy have the most adcquatc
tools available to accomplish their different training goals. The
computer based training is expected to be up and running in the
early Spring.
Thc Training Department would like to wish the following
instructors "Fair Winds and Following Seas" for their
unwavering professionalism, profound level of knowledge,
and thc Esprit De Corps that was exhibited day in and day out.
GSMC (SW) Troy Gooden transferred to the
USS LABOON (DDG 58), GSMC (SW)William Schmelling
transferrcd to the USS HAWES (FFG 53), and
GSMC (SWIAW) Mike Haynes transferred to the Expeditionary
Warfarc Training Group Atlantic.
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TmB ACU 5 Training
Distance Learning Offered at ACU 5
The ACU 5 Training Department consistently leads from the
front in supporting LCAC's Ready For Tasking to the fleet! In
the forefront of maintaining thc standard for LCAC opcrations,
the Training Department continues to improve the overall
readiness of the command in evaluating crewmcmber annual
certifications, qualifying new crewmembers, and tcaching
advanced LCAC procedures, including thc latcst technologies
from the SLEP. This was a busy year; from June 2008 through
June 2009, our short-staffed department's outstanding instructors
have collectively certified ten Craftmasters, six Engineers, six
Navigators, 3 1 Deck Engineers, and 14 Loadmasters.
Additionally, they facilitated and provided advanced instruction
to three detachments of over 45 crewmcmbcrs in prc-dcployment
evaluations and provided the fleet with cxceptional LCAC
operators in direct support of the GLOBAL WAR on TERROR,
and operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Thc Training Department also
re-certified over 200 crewmembcrs at ACU 5 , forward deployed
West-Pae Alpha, and Expeditionary Warfare Training Group
Pacific inst~uctorsat the basic LCAC school.
The SLEP LCACs continue to co~nmissioninto the fleet at a
steady pacc and the Training Department is in step in providing
qualified crewmembers to this upgradcd craft. This year the
department has successf~~lly
completed three SLEP LCAC
familiarization courses and certificd 12 crcwmembers to assume
responsibility of the SLEP LCAC. With regards to the new Block
Cycle 5 update installations to the SLEP craft, Kcn Grogan from
NSWC PC did an outstanding job in nleticulously teaching the
Training Department instructors about thc new upgradcs and
additional instruction to the familiarization course. His efforts
cnsured our instructors arc ready with the knowledgc and tools to
teach thc latest generation of SLEP to follow on students.
ACU 5's Mastcr Training Specialist (MTS) program continuus in
full swing. The Training Departnlent's GSEC (SWIAW) Millcr
has aggressively and thoroughly redevcloped an effectivc and
manageable program to mect all the ncw requirements dirccted
by the Naval Education Training Command (NETC). Qualifying
six instructors this year, Chief Miller's team has significantly
improved the professionalism of the Training Departmcnt and
considerably advanced the readiness at the command.
As thc SLEP LCAC contmuc to be delivered to the fleet, the
basic and advanccd legacy LCAC training curriculun~is being
reviewed and rcfined, which will incorporate SLEP LCAC into
the syllabus. GSCS (SWIAW) Cholgcr reprcsentcd the ACU 5
Training Dcpartment and has worked diligently with othcr
representatives throughout thc LCAC community to create a new
LCAC training program to successfully evolve thc fleet and the
LCAC community into the next generation of amphibious

operations. Additionally, the Training Departmcnt sent a Mobile
Training Tcam to West Pac Alpha to teach and assimilate the
LCAC SLEP Familiarization course to four crews in Sasebo,
Japan. Working around restricted flight operational time
windows, Senior Cholger's team ensured all of West Pac Alpha
crewmembers wcre qualified and rcady to receive additional
SLEP craft.
Once again, the Navy has rccognized our Training Department
instructors for their leadership, knowledge, and vast experience
in amphibious operations. QM 1 (SW) Nicholas assumed the
duties as the primary liaison between ACU 5 and NBG I in
preparation for this year's Field Exercise (FEX).
ACU 5 assigned 23 motivated Sailors to train and participate in
the excrcisc that required all five commands within NBG to
operate in a Forward Opcrating Base (FOB). Petty Officer
Nicholas outstanding organizational skills ensured all Sailors
werc placcd in essential positions to complete thc complcx six
weck exercise. Thc exceptional effort and hard work from these
Sailors has provcd to the fleet that this training is essential for
dcveloping and supporting amphibious operations from forward
deployed forcign shores. This training has resulted in the
development of a Tac D&E Memo that was briefed to the Naval
War College Doctrine Command earlier this year to
institutionalize this concept.
Off-duty education is a primary objectivc at ACU 5 and GSMC
(SWIAW) Rachor has spearheadcd an extraordinary program that
allows our Sailors to take advantage of the Navy College
Program for Afloat College Education (NCPACE) Distance
Lcaming program at thc command. This non-traditional,
self-paced program involvcs eight colleges and universities that
collcctively offer over 120 courses at the undergraduate and
graduate levels.
Scveral Associate, Bachelor, and two Masters Degrees arc
availablc through this Distancc Learning program. Sailors at the
com~nandarc extremely motivated about this opportunity,
including five Sailors already completing their Associate
Degrees, and many more are on track to completc their degrees
prior to transferring. This outstanding program is a
win-win situation for thc Sailor and the Navy.
The Training Department would like to wclcome aboard
STGCS (SWIAW) Chambers, STGCS (SW) Marruffo,
GSM I (SWIAW) Karbcr, and BM2 (SW) Hart. Additionally, we
would likc to say, "Fair Winds and Following Seas" to GSCS
(SWIAW) Cholgcr and 0 S 2 (SWIAW) Hill who are returning to
ACU 5's Operation's Department.
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West Pac Alfa

West Pac Alfa Flic 3 Along with
Change and Training for Crews
allowed the USAF to complete its largest exercise in the
SEVENTH Fleet AOR. This operation received personal
recognition from RADM Landolt (Commander, Amphibious
Force SEVENTH Fleet) as well as Brig Gen Williams
(Commander, USAF 18th Wing).

The Sailors at West Pac Alfa experienced a rare snowstorm
this past year!

Our detachment started out this year with two craft assigned to
Fall Patrol '09. LCAC 2 1 and LCAC 52 completed 174 safe
flight hours carrying over 66,000 Ibs. of equipment and 1,500
Marines back and forth to the beaches of Japan, the Philippines
and Korea. Led by our newest OIC, LTJG Taylor, LCAC crews
"MANNED UP" and not only performed a complete prop change
out inside the welldeck, but also performed repairs to the
propulsion system of the USS HARPERS FERRY LSD-49 after
welders from an accompanying ship said it could not be done.
Participating first in familiarization training in Okinawa,
indoctrinating 3 1st MEU Marines with amphibious operations,
LCACs made the beach at White Beach and Kin Blue. This
prepared the Navy and Marines for nation-to-nation bi-lateral
operations in the Philippines and Korea.
LCACs landed on the beach at Ternate Philippines allowing both
countries Marines to enhance their training and operability with
one another before moving to Korea. Spectators lined the
hillside as LCACs wove their way through Korean LSTs, AAVs,
LCUs and CRRCs before landing in the secure landing zone of
Hwajin. These operations allowed Republic of Korea (ROK)
LCAC operators to ride American LCACs and to practice making
welldeck entries into LSD-49. Sailors and Marines from both
countries took full advantage of the training and chance to mingle
with one another.
In December of last year, the participants of Fall Patrol were
tasked with the clean up of W- 174, an island off the coast of
Okinawa that is used as a bombing range for the U.S. Air Force's
18th Operation Support Squadron. Carrying 489 tons of
equipment and personnel in support of the range refurbishment
52

In keeping with our desire to build on our outstanding partnership
with Japan, WPA also participated in the Tokyo Humanitarian
Assistance Disaster Relief (HADR). LCAC 63 operated in the
close quarters of Tokyo harbor carrying 30 personnel from the
beach to the USS ESSEX LHD-2 utilizing the Personnel
Transport Module (PTM). They received mock medical
attention, orientation and briefings before returning to the beach.
The short 15 hours of operation was a spectacular success with
thousands of people lining the beach to watch the landing and
departure of LCAC 63.
Spring Patrol '09 was once again very successful with the work
of LCACs 57, 58, and 63 led by OIC, LT Prudencio. Operations
in Okinawa and Thailand had these crafts carry 5,840 Ibs.
of 3 l st MEU equipment and 1,150 Marines while performing
over 270 accident free flight hours. Operation Cobra Gold in
Thailand had LCACs transport a large amount of equipment and
personnel to the beach in a very short amount of time and once
again WPA completed the task with flying colors! Over 7,000
US Marines, in conjunction with 4,000 others from Thailand,
Indonesia, Japan, and Singapore hit the beach in this operation.
Changes of the economy have caused some setbacks to
operations in the SEVENTH Fleet AOR such as shortened
deployments, but that has not stopped WPA! With a renewed
vision on training. WPA held a ribbon cutting ceremony for their
newly installed training building. Seating over 80 personnel,
this building provides a comfortable place for all conferences,
and flight briefs as well as rate, PMK, and command training.
February brought changes with OSCS (SWIAWIFMF) Dickinson
and HTCS (SW) Tomlinson being selected to the Command
Senior Chief Program. OSCS transferred in April to VQ-30 in
Point Magoo, California as HTCS took over as the Senior
Enlisted Advisor of WPA. WPA also went through its first ever
weapons inspection which listed no hits and proves once again, if
it is being done at ACU 5 it is being clone RIGHT!
Other changes to WPA came in the form of a new Commanding
Officer, Captain Harrington and Command Master Chief.
CMDCM Dearie. Both of them visited Sakibe in April. Their
visits were not only exciting for thcm but also breathed new life
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An LCAC from West Pac Alfa approaches the beach during Fall
into the already fast paced operations of WPA and we welcomed
them with open arms. The communications exchange between
the CO, CMC, and the crew were light and humorous with an
encouraging view of what is expected of each Sailor.
Captain Harrington's first day at WPA started with
congratulations to the newly selected HTCM (SW) Tomlinson
and OSClM (SWIAWIFIMF) Dickinson, two thirds ofACU 5's
newest Master Chiefs and two of only seven in the SEVENTH
Fleet AOR accounting for 50 percent advancement at WPA.
Along with Captain Harrington's visit to WPA came Naval Beach
Group One (NBG I) to perform DETFEP. This inspection not
only gave WPA a second set of eyes to look for discrepancies but
also gave us a chance to show the pride that we have in our crafts
and our trade. Our LCAC Casualty Control Training Team
(LCCTT) and self assessment techniques were noted as being
highly effective. The new DETFEP looks to be an outstanding
benchmark for further LCAC in~provements.Special thanks gocs
out to all the NSWC-PC technical reps that spent most ofApril
making repairs to LCAC 52's prop shrouds and the complete
change out of the starboard lift fan module, again a first at WPA.
Braving cold weather conditions and rain these men worked
seven days a week to ensure that not only LCAC 52 was ready to
"MAN UP" and get back into the game, but provided much
needed repairs and AER work on every craft at WPA.

Patrol '09.
Success has not just come in the form of mission accomplishment
and advancements but in the realm of comn~unityrelations along
with sports and fitness. DET WPA participates in community
relations projects while on deployment as well as the monthly
projects here in Sasebo. Lawn care, building maintenance,
general cleaning of equipment and reading to elementary
children is just a small part of our commitment to the community.
Our sports teams are highly competitive and we recently had one
of our sailors place first in an invitational wrestling tournament.
HT2 (SW) Hughes was not just the only American to win a match
but was also the only American in the long history of this
wrestling tournament to be chosen as the Most Outstanding
Athlete. His win in this tournament gives him the opportunity to
wrestle for a spot in the Japanese National Tournament later this
year.
June saw three craft departing for Talisman Saber with operations
in Okinawa and Australia. LCACs 08, 10, and 2 1, our newly
acquired SLEP craft, will make WPA's first ever total SLEP
deployment and will operate out of Fresh Water Bay in Eastern
Australia. This bi-lateral operation allows cross training with
American and Australian Marines and Navy personnel.
In July we anticipate LCAC 63 being exchanged at Sakibe, Japan
with LCAC 29 which is returning from deployment on the USS
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New Orleans (LPD-18). This exchange was part of thc Navy's
five year rotation plan to ensure craft are allowed to receive the
depot level upgrades and maintenance that can only be completcd
in CONUS and brings the total of SLEP craft up to four of seven.
Fall Patrol ' I0 will see LCACs 52, 57, and 58 leading the charge
into Balikatan '10 with operations in Okinawa, the Philippines
and Korea once again. LCACs 52 and 57 will be traded out with

West Pac ~ f j asarlors:
ESWS Qualifications:
HT2 (SW) Hughes
GSMFNS (SW) Hille
GSMFN (SW) Almanzanunez

Hails at WPA:
GSMC Anderson
OSC Cameron
GSM2 Erhard
HT2 Goodwin
BM3 Hamm
SKSN Hernandez
IT2 Hollingsworth
GSM3 Lorenz

two SLEP craft from Camp Pendleton during this operation.

ACUS WPA Maintenance
Fall Patrol - completcd entire Port Prop change, two APUs,
three generators, three control modulcs, shroud repair and
emergency weld repair of LSD49's Hydraulic Oil Power Module
(HOPM). Spring Patrol - completed 158 hours of repair to bow
skirt in the welldeck, two Bow Thruster bearings and
refurbishment of ESSEX LCAC spaces.

GYML donsalud
GSEFN Owusu
HTFN Rollinson
GSM2 Rule
HMI Satamera
GSMFN Zheng

PaiMells at WPA:
DSCM Dickinson
SKC Donor
BM2 Hill
GSEC Magar
GSM2 Torangoconkeras
QM L Wells
ETC Whittingon

Artist Rendering of New Yokose Facility

-

An artist rendering of the new Yokose LCAC facility, scheduled to open in 2013.
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Hails and Farewells

Hail and Farewell to LCA
Hail
Program Office
Brooks Farnsworth
Lee Fuglestad
Dawn Doebel
LT Col Troy Landry

Steve Hicks
Craig McKay
Jim Thelander
ACU 4
CDR Marcia Coleman, Supply OfficerIXO
LCDR Rodney Norton, Admin Officer
LCDR Bill Wilburn, Maintenance Officer
LT Brandon Loftus, Training Officer
LT Scan Hudson, Safety Officer
LCDR Mike Nash, Operations Officer
LT John Miller, QAISafety
CMC Sammie Lymon

Rick Manglona, Operations Officer
Albert Moore. Maintenance Officer

Officer

Officcr

ACU 5
CAPT Pack, commanding Officer
LCDR Ficldcn, Training Officer
LT Barnes, Scheduling Officer
LT Clark, Ground Operations
LTJG Dolan, Detachment OIC
CW04 Inniss, Detachment OIC
CW04 Parquet, Detachment OIC
CW04 Richey, Repair Officer
bb-3
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ACU 4 Sailors of the Year

Sea Sailor of the Year: Kenneth Bristow
GSM I(SW/AW) Kenneth Bristow has been selected as ACU 4's
Sea Sailor of the Year due to his untiring work ethic and
relentless efforts to succeed in cvcry task.
Pride and professionalis~ncharacterizc Petty Officer Bristow's
performance. He is highly motivated and sensitive to the
command's mission. He is a determined leader who is actively
involved in the command's First Class Association, and the
primary representative for the command's CFC program. As
Operations Maintenance Leading Petty Officer and planning
supervisor, hc ensured all detachment tasks and administrative
responsibilities were completed correctly, and on time.
GSM1 Bristow possesses a keen sense of attention to detail that
has been demonstrated numerous times while scrutinizing
countless maintenance actlons, completed under the strict
compliance of the QA program. His flawless management of a
minimally manned mechanical crew enabled the co~nmandto
effectively conduct missions and other operational commitments.

His
rrrvlnedwith
superior performance, dedication, and his outstanding example
warrant his selection as Sea Sailor of the Year. He is a winner
that makes everyone around him a better performer!

Shore Sailor of the Year: Cheryl Kurianowicz
SKI(AW) Cheryl Kurianowicz had a profound influence on the
Navy this past year. First she was selected as the ACU 4 Shore
Sailor of the Year. She then was selected as the Commander
Naval Beach Group Two Shore Sailor of the Year. In addition,
Commander Second Fleet selcted her as the COlMSECONDFLT
Shore Sailor of the Year. Petty Officer Kurianowicz has had a
well deserved run of success.
SKI Kurianowicz flawlessly manages a budget of $6.5 million,
Continued Service Contracts of $5.2 million, and Reimbursable
SLEP money totaling $3 million for ACU 4. She directly
supervisors 24 personnel in their day-to-day functions. Her
expertise and work ethic contributed to Supply Department
receiving a grade of "Outstanding" on the most recent Supply
Maintenance Certification. Petty Officer Kurianowicz revamped
the Supply Department's training and mentoring program to
include advancement rating training. With this she included
NKO and Apprentership as a part of their training schedule. She
ensured eight people received their Navy Computer Peripheral
Journeyman Certification. Petty Officer Kurianowicz has also
assisted with incorporation of the Reenlistment and Transfer
Recognition Program.
As the First Class Mess Secretary, she has been instrumental in
coordinating several command functions and community events
including food sales, fundraisers, the annual Easter Egg Hunt,
Coats for Kids, Adopt-a-School Program for Lynnhaven Middle
School, and the ACU 4 children's Christmas Party.

SKI Kurianowicz has
been actively involved
with the Arthritis
Foundation for four
years and was
instrumental in ACU 4's
recognition as the
largest fundraising team
from Naval Amphibious
Base Little Creek,
raising over $2500.

il

As the Partners in
Education Coordinator,
she arranged a group of
50 volunteers who
participated in various
Lynnhaven Middle
School activities
including replanting the
Science Garden, chaperoning school dances, parties, sports
activities, and fundraisers totaling 150 hours of community
service. She was instrumental in the awarding of five Spot Navy
Achievement Medals and one Outstanding Volunteer Service
Medal being awarded to various sailors for their volunteer
efforts.
This dynamic petty officer is a role model for all that get to work
with her. She well deserves all the accolades she has received
this year.

Her involvement in community support is second to none.
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I a B ACU 5 Sailors of the year
Sea Sailor of the Year: Christoper i,::en

Detachment FOXTROT Leading Petty Officer, QM I (SWIAW)
Christopher Allen demonstrated sustained superior performance
throughout 2008. His dedication and leadership of 55 personnel
spanning eight different source ratings directly resulted in two
Sailors selected as Sailors of the Quartcr, three Sailors advancing
to Pctty Officcr Second Class, and three Sailors advancing to
Petty Officer First Class. Additionally, all Sailors comprised of
Detachment FOXTROT completed t l ~ cFall 2008 Physical
Fitness Assessment with passing scores.
As the Navigator for detachment FOXTROT he managed four
current ship maintenancc programs consisting of $600,000 in
repair and replacement parts. His meticulous management of
these finite resources allowed his detachment to providc full
mission capable craft for training throughout thc year. As such,
ACU FIVE Training Department qualified six Craftmasters,
six Engineers, and two Navigators.
Command impact does not go unnoticed. Petty Officer Allen
undertook thc responsibility as the command Arrive Alive
Coordinator, a program designed to provide an alternative to
drinking and driving. He spcnds hours each month interacting
with every newly reporting Sailor as well as refreshing current
LCACers on the program's benefits. Without his persistence and
sincerc desire to spread thc word and help a Sailor, wc would not

S..,.e

Sailor o;

underage drinking
violations, and
unneccssary loss
of life.
Another
benchmark of
QM I (SWIAW)
Allen's
accomplishments
can be seen
through
our successful
Command Easter
Party, Children's
Christmas Party,
and premier
Family Day. All these events required the First Class Petty
Officer Association (FCPOA) to host multiple fundraisers and
parties, and coordinate them all under the watchful eye of the
FCPOA Event Planner, our Sea Sailor of the Year. He is just
that good.

~

-

QM I (S WIAW) Clvistopher Allen's performance and reputation
earned him the 2008 Sailor of the Year award for the Sea

.., .-ar: S L . ..m n a Jeffers~n

ITI(SW1AW) Jefferson has earned an outstanding reputation as
the "go-to-person" at ACU 5 in all matters. Hcr tireless work
ethic and dedication to all duties is awe-inspiring. As the AIS
Division Lcading Petty Officcr (LPO) she performed brilliantly
and is recognized as an awe-inspiring performer. Petty Officer
Jefferson coordinated the first cvcr Technical Refresh of 2 10
NMCI seats at ACU 5. She flawlessly managed the
accountability of these workstation orders and ensured each was
delivered without dclay and cxcccdcd time cxpcctations.
Concurrently, as the Assistant Security Manager, she maintained
a database of 235 clearances and verified that alI personnel
requiring acccss to classified and communication sccurity
(COMSEC) material were properly cleared and updatcd.
While performing her primary duties, she managed timc to serve
as a Conr~nandTraining Team member, C o ~ n ~ n a nSexual
d
Assault
Victim Intervention (SAVI) representative, and facilitated Navy
Rights and Responsibilities training during Command
Indoctrination. She's an active member of the First Class Petty
Officer Association (FCPOA) and volunteered to organize and
provide tours to 100 Sea cadcts. She rallied her fellow FCPOA
Members to create and deliver "goodie bags" to duty section
personnel on Christmas Eve and heIped organize the Children's
Christmas Party, complete with Santa and Elvcs.

Petty Officer
Jefferson is ACU 5's
M WR event and fund
raising coordinator.
She volunteered as the
direct liaison to the
Elite Security
Corporation to
provide security
during San Diego
Charger football
games, coordinated
18 car washes,
86 food sales, 17 San
Diego Public Safety
events, and provided
volunteers as security
for seven Staff pro concerts and the Miramar Air Show. Her
tireless efforts raised over $13K towards comn~andMWR funds.

I

ITI(SW1AW) Jefferson is the anchor of her division. Her tirelesb
and "CAN DO" attitude propelled her division and the entire
ACU 5 to unsurpassed success, and for this she is recognized as
our Shore Sailor of the Year.
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